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AbstractMeasurements of the (; +n) reaction on a 4He target have been carried outusing both unpolarised and polarised photons. This work is the latest in a seriesof experiments conducted by the Edinburgh University Nuclear Physics group incollaboration with the Universities of Glasgow and Tubingen. The experimentwas carried out using the 855 MeV MAMI-B electron accelerator at the Institutfur Kernphysik, Mainz, between March and August of 1996.
The 855 MeV electrons from the accelerator were directed either, on to a 4 mNickel foil to produce unpolarised photons or on to a 0.1 mm Diamond to producepolarised photons. These photons were then tagged with a resolution of 2 MeVusing a spectrometer. The photons then impinged on a 4He cryotarget.
Two sets of detectors were used to detect the reaction products. PiP, a plasticscintillator hodoscope, was used to detect the positive pions; and TOF a time-of-ight array, was used to detect the neutrons. Data was analysed for unpolarisedphoton energy regions centred at E=260,300,340 and 380 MeV and two polarisedregions centred at E=258 and 338 MeV. PiP provided a pion angular coverage of50    130, -23    23 with an energy acceptance of E=20-180 MeV.The TOF array covered an angular range of 10  n  150, 160  n  200with an energy threshold Eminn =15 MeV. The overall missing energy resolution ofthe experiment was 10 MeV.
The unpolarised data is presented as double and triple dierential cross sec-tions while the polarised data is presented as photon asymmetries of the corres-ponding double dierential cross section. A comparison is made with Plane WaveImpulse Approximation (PWIA) calculations by Louis Wright, both with andwithout nal state interaction corrections. It is concluded that for the unpolar-ised data a more sophisticated treatment of the nal state interactions is requiredwhile for the polarised data reasonable agreement is found between experimentand theory.
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It has long been stated that the physics of the 20th century has been primarilyconcerned with the quantal structure of matter [Sha74]. Each system, whetheran atom, a nucleus or a hadron, studied by physicists has exhibited the sameproperties, a ground state and a spectrum of excited states that are specied bya set of internal quantum numbers and their energy.In nuclear physics the shell model in which protons and neutrons move in-dependently in a mean eld potential accounts well for many nuclear propertiesand reactions. There does however appear to be an inherent contradiction in theshell model. How can nucleons that interact via the strong nuclear force behaveindependently? The answer to this dilemma was found to lie in both the shortrange nature of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the Pauli exclusion principle,which reduces the amount of states nucleons can scatter into.In parallel to the pragmatic approach of the shell model are microscopic the-ories of the nucleus. These are based on the direct application of the nucleon-nucleon potential to the many body Schrodinger equation. Because miscroscopictheories also include mesonic degrees of freedom and various coupling constants,form factors and propagators are used as inputs they can help in explaining theunderlying dynamics of nuclear properties.It is in all of this that intermediate energy photonuclear reactions have a role to
1
play. It has been shown that the explicit inclusion of meson exchange currents isrequired to describe adequately some photonuclear reactions. Another importantfactor in intermediate energy photonuclear reactions is the role of the  (1232)resonance which again can only be answered through microscopic theories.Integral to this is nuclear pion photoproduction. It incorporates three basicelds of research: the elementary production mechanism on a nucleon, the un-derlying dynamics and the pion-nucleus interaction. Thus by fully understandingthe free pion photoproduction case and by being able to describe the interactionsthat the produced particles undergo upon leaving a nucleus, it should be possibleto gain an understanding into medium modications and in particular how the may be modied inside the nuclear environment.The remainder of this chapter reviews the previous experimental work in thiseld.
2
1.2 Previous Data
The inclusive A (; +) B pion photoproduction reaction, where B is in a welldened state and no nucleon emission has occured, has been studied extensivelyover the past decade. These reactions are very sensitive to the nuclear transitionstructure of the target nuclei which tends to obscure the underlying dynamics ofthe photoproduction process. For a full discussion of this area see [Nag91].In the exclusive A (; +n) B case where at least one nucleon is emitted inaddition to the pion, this sensitivity to the nuclear structure diminishes and gen-erally what is being probed is the modication of the free pion production processinside the nuclear medium. There have been less experiments done in this area.Prior to the previous experiments done by the PiPTOF collaboration at Mainzin 1993, the data tended to suer from low resolution or restricted kinematics. Abrief review of the previous experiments now follows.
1.2.1 The Bonn DataThe 500 MeV Bonn synchrotron was used by Arends et al. to perform pionphotoproduction experiments on numerous nuclei [Are82, Are91]. The photonscovered an energy range from 225 to 450 MeV and were tagged with a resolution of10 MeV. The hadronic detection system consisted of two components, a magneticspectrometer ( 
 =63msr) which recorded data for positive and negative pions,and a scintillation counter arrangement for the detection of coincident chargedor neutral particles. The data were presented as various double dierential crosssections and compared to results obtained using PIKI an intranuclear cascademonte carlo calculation, which assumes the pion production process is a quasi-freereaction followed by nal state interactions. As shown in gure 1.1 a reasonableagreement was obtained between the calculation and the experiment.
1.2.2 The MIT-Bates DataThe MIT-Bates experiment performed by Pham et al. made (;  p) measurementson an 16O target [Pha92]. The experiment used a bremsstrahlung photon beamwith an end point energy of E =360 MeV. Pions were detected in the 5.1msr3
Figure 1.1: A selection of Bonn data compared with the PIKI code (solid line)
Bigbite magnetic spectrometer, which was positioned at two pion detection angles = 64 and 120 . Protons were detected by an array of plastic scintillators whichmeasured the proton energy and out of plane angle, these were placed at two an-gular settings of p =40 and 20 respectively. The resolution of the system wassucient enough to allow reactions to the ground state and the 6.2 MeV state in15O to be resolved. The data was presented as double dierential cross sectionsd2d
d
p as a function of out-of-plane proton angle. Despite the cross sections beingintegrated over pion and proton energies, the data still has low statistics. The dataalso suers due to complexities in the bremsstrahlung beam. The data is shownin gure 1.2, where it is compared to calculations made using the Distorted WaveImpulse Approximation (DWIA) code of Li, Wright & Benhold (LWB) [Li93].The interesting feature is that the reduction in strength of the cross section atforward angles requires a reduction in the  mass to make the DWIA calculationagree at both forward and backward angles.
4
Figure 1.2: Comparison of MIT-Bates and DWIA calculation
1.2.3 The Tomsk DataA higher quality data set than that previously mentioned was published by Glavan-okov et al. [Gla79a, Gla79b, Gla89, Ana90]. They used the bremsstrahlung photonbeam produced at the Tomsk electron synchrotron with three end point energiesof E = 350,370 and 390 MeV. An exclusive (;  p) measurement on Carbon-12was carried out. The coincident pions and protons were detected using a double-arm spectrometer set-up. The pion energies were determined by measuring theirrange in a copper absorber and proton energies by time of ight measurements.The pion energy acceptance was 40-180 MeV while the proton acceptance was 50-190 MeV. The experiment was performed at one pion angle of 120 and a protonangle of 20 . Both detectors were in the reaction plane. The data was presentedas triple dierential cross sections d3dTpd
d
p as a function of proton energy. Thedata was split into two sets corresponding to residual nucleus excitation energy,corresponding to removal from the p3=2 and the s1=2 shells. The data has been5
compared favourably to calculations made by LWB as shown in gure 1.3. Inparticular while the PWIA calculation considerably overestimates the data thenon-local DWIA gives a relatively good t to the data, although some problemsremain with the s1=2 shell.
Figure 1.3: Comparison of Tomsk data and DWIA calculation (solid line)
1.2.4 1993 Edinburgh DataThis was a previous set of experiments performed by the PiPTOF collaborationat Mainz. The setup was similar to the present experiment and has the sameextensive coverage of both photon energy and angular range. The resolutionis also of similar size. This enabled an extensive survey to be undertaken ofboth (; +n) and (; +p) exclusive reactions on several nuclei over a large regionof phase space. The results were presented as double dierential cross sectionsagainst neutron angle and triple dierential cross sections plotted against pion
6
energy [Mac95, Mac96a, Joh95]. The data has been compared with a DWIAcalculation generated by the code THREEDEE [Cha77] as in gure 1.4 and withthe microscopic theory of Carrasco [Car92a, Car92b, Car92c, Car94]. It has alsorecently compared favourably to a DWIA calculation by LWB.
Figure 1.4: Comparison of 1993 Edinburgh data and THREEDEE calculation
1.2.5 The LEGS DataThis was the rst pion photoproduction photon asymmetry on a nucleus to bepublished. It was performed by Hicks et al. [Hic97] The reaction 16O( ! ; p ) wasmeasured at the Laser Electron Gamma Source (LEGS) located at the BrookhavenNational Laboratory. Linearly polarised photons between 210 and 330 MeV wereproduced by backscattering ultraviolet light from 2.6 GeV electrons. The photonenergy was tagged with a resolution of 5 MeV. Pions were detected in CsI detectorsat angles of 35 to 135 in steps of 20 , except at 95 where several thick plasticscintillators were used. Protons were detected in two layers of plastic scintillator
7
bars at in-plane angles of 20 to 140 in 8 steps. The data was presented as aphoton asymmetry as a function of proton angle at the photon energy E = 293 20 MeV and at various pion angles, it is compared with PWIA calculations byLWB, see gure 1.5
Figure 1.5: Comparison of Legs data and PWIA calculation




2.1 The Interaction of Photons with Nuclei
The electromagenetic interaction is well understood through Quantum Electro-dynamics (QED), and as it is a relatively weak interaction, a photon beam is ableto probe the entire nuclear volume. These properties make it an excellent probeof the nucleus. This is in sharp contrast to hadronic (protons,pions etc.) probeswhich interact through the less well understood strong interaction, and are proneto being absorbed on the nuclear surface [Koc84]. There is of course a downsideto electromagnetic probes, because the cross sections for photo-reactions are con-siderably smaller, to obtain good statistics in an experiment with them requiresa longer counting time.Shown in gure 2.1 is how the total photoabsorption cross section varies withphoton energy. All nuclei with mass numbers ranging from 10 to more than 200obey the same fundamental /A curve [Gaa91]. There are several dierent re-sponses of the nuclear sytem to photoabsorption, depending on the photon energyinvolved. At low energies below particle emission threshold, are sharp resonancescorresponding to the excitation of bound excited nuclear states. Above particleemission threshold at photon energies of around 10 to 30 MeV the dominant fea-ture is the giant dipole resonance, which can be described as a collective nuclearmode. Increasing the energy into the so called intermediate energy region we areinterested in, between 100 MeV  E  1 GeV you can essentially probe single or
9


















Figure 2.1: Total photoabsorption cross section
Due to the weakness of the interaction it is possible to use perturbation theoryto describe the photoabsorption process. From Fermi's golden rule the transitionrate from an initial state 	i to a nal state 	f is given by [Mer70]:wi!f = 2h jh	f jHj	iij2f (2.1)where f is the density of nal states and H is the interaction operator:
H = Z  !j ( !r ; t)   !A ( !r ; t)d !r (2.2) !A ( !r ; t) is the electromagnetic potential operator while  !j ( !r ; t) is the trans-ition current. As initial state 	i and nal state 	f can both involve nucleons,mesons and resonances, so the transition current can be written in terms of a suminvolving these: J = Jnucleons + Jmesons + Jresonances (2.3)Thus photoabsorption experiments can be used to gain an understanding ofthe nuclear current and the associated underlying nuclear dynamics.10
It is common to replace the current operator J with an eective operator Jeffwhich is dened in the subspace of the nucleons only [Gar81]. This enables theeective operator to be written in terms of a sum of one-body, two-body, etc.terms: Jeff = Jeffone body + Jefftwo body +    (2.4)Diagramatically the dierent contributions to the one-body and two-body in-teractions can be visualised as in gure 2.2. One body terms are processes wherebythe photon interacts with a single nucleon with the rest of the nucleus acting as aspectator. The two body terms involve the photon being absorbed on a correlatedpair of nucleons. Crucial in this is the role of meson exchange.
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Figure 2.2: One and two-body terms in photoabsorption
In the  resonance region there is a large momentum mismatch between thephoton and the nucleon, this causes a suppression in the one-body terms for nuc-leon knockout. While on the other hand pion photoproduction suers no suchproblem as the produced pion can take up the required momentum. This makes(;pN) and (; N) excellent reactions for gaining information on the relative con-tributions of one and two-body mechanisms.
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2.2 Free Pion Photoproduction
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Figure 2.3: Free charged Pion Photoproduction cross section
The cross section for the reaction (; +n) on the proton, as a function ofphoton energy, is shown in 2.3. It rises from threshold at the pion mass ( 140MeV) to a peak at the  resonance at E  330 MeV. It then attens out withother resonances being unresolved due to their large widths.









εµ - Photon polarisation.
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Figure 2.4: Pion photoproduction kinematics
These quantities are related by the following:
k + pi = q + pf (2.5)(pi )2 = (pf )2 =  m2N (2.6)(q)2 =  m2 (2.7)(k)2 = 0 (2.8)
While the mandelstam variables [Byc73] are given by the following:
s = (k + pi )2 = (q + pf )2 (2.9)t = (q   k)2 = (pf   pi )2 (2.10)u = (pi   q)2 = (pf   k)2 (2.11)The S-matrix is dened as [Ber68]:
Sfi = fi   i(2)2 4(pf + q   k   pi )vuut m2N4EEEiEf Tfi (2.12)Where Tfi is the transition matrix element given by:13
Tfi = "huf (pf)(q)jJjui(pi)i (2.13)With ui(pi) and uf (pf ) representing the initial and nal nucleon wavefunctionswhile (q) represents the produced pion's wavefunction.The above leads to a derivation of the dierential cross section in the centreof mass frame [Van95]. dd
!cm = 1s 1(4)2 jpjjkj EiEf 12Xsi Xsf 12 X=1 jTfij2 (2.14)Where there is a sum over nal spin states and an average over the initial spinstates and also an average over photon polarisation states. The properties of pionphotoproduction can then be deduced from an evaluation of the matrix elementsTfi. This matrix element can be seperated into two seperate parts. The rstof these are known as the Born terms shown in 2.5 which are dominant at lowenergy and still provide 50% of the cross section for charged pion photoproductionin the  resonance region. While the other part involves the inclusion of resonantand multiparticle intermediate states, shown in 2.6. The most important of thesenon-Born contributions for E  500 MeV is the  resonance.
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Figure 2.5: Born terms in the free pion photoproduction amplitude




Figure 2.6:  resonance terms in the free pion photoproduction amplitude
2.2.2 Dispersion RelationsOf the various approaches used to study pion photoproduction the dispersionrelations technique has by far the longest history. They were pioneered by Chew,Goldberger, Low and Nambu [Che57] (CGLN) and further developed by Berendset al. [Ber68]. This states that the most general form of the transition operatorcan be expressed as the following:
tfi = "Jfi (2.15)= Xi AiMi (2.16)This is a linear combination of the Lorentz invariant matrices Mi, which areformed from the particle four-momenta, the dirac -matrices [Bjo64] and thephoton polarisaton ". While the coecients Ai can be written in terms of themandelstam variables and the total center of mass energy.CGLN were then able to perform a non-relativistic reduction in the barycentricframe to give the dierential cross section in terms of:
dd
 = qk jhf jFjiij2 (2.17)Where the transition operator takes the form:
F = i  ̂F1 +   q  k  ̂jqjjkj F2 + i  kq̂jqjjkj F3 + i  qq̂q2 F4 (2.18)
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where F1::4 are functions of photon energy and pion angle.This angular dependence can be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomialsthus expressing the amplitude as a multipole expansion,
F1 = 1Xl=0[lMl+ + El+]P 0l+1(x) + [(l + 1)Ml  + El ]P 0l 1(x) (2.19)F2 = 1Xl=1[(l + 1)Ml+ + lMl ]P 0l (x) (2.20)F3 = 1Xl=1[El+  Ml+]P 00l+1(x) + [El  +Ml ]P 00l 1(x) (2.21)F4 = 1Xl=2[Ml+   El+  Ml    El ]P 00l (x) (2.22)where x = cos() and P0l represent derivatives of the Legendre polynomials.The amplitude is now decomposed into a series of electric multipoles El, andmagnetic multipoles Ml. The leading multipoles are given below in table 2.1[Han97].
Multipole l J radiation remarksE0+ 0 12 E1 threshold,S11 (1525)E1+ 1 32 E2 P33 (1232)M1+ 1 32 M1 P33 (1232)M1  1 12 M1 P11 (1440)Table 2.1: The leading multipoles for pion photoproduction.
The orbital angular momentum of the pion-nucleon system is l and the sign denotes whether the angular momentum and spin are parallel or antiparallel(J = l  12). The electromagnetic type of radiation is also given as well as thecorresponding excited state of the nucleon.Assuming causality, analyticity, unitarity and crossing symmetry it is possible,after a multipole projection to write a dispersion relation at xed t as:
ReMl(W ) =MPl (W ) + 1Xl0 P Z 1thr Kll0(W;W 0)ImMl0(W 0)dW 0 (2.23)
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This is a system of integral equations coupled by the kernels Kll0 which are knownbut complicated functions of the centre of mass system energy. Omnes [Omn58]cast the above equation in the form:
Ml(W ) = MPl (W ) + 1 Z 1thr hl (W 0)Ml(W 0)W 0  W   {" dW 0+ 1Xl0 Z 1thr Kll0(W;W 0)hl (W 0)Ml(W 0)dW 0 (2.24)with:
Ml = jMlje{l (2.25)hl = sinle{l (2.26)
Where Ml stands for any of the multipoles El or Ml and MPl denotes contri-butions from the Born terms. The rst integral, known as the rescattering term,arises from intermediate two or more particle states in the s-channel while thesecond integral, known as the crossed term arises from intermediate two or moreparticle states in both the s and u channels.The real and imaginary parts of the amplitudes are related by unitarity in theform of Watson's theorem [Wat54], which states that the phase of the multipoleamplitude is that of pion scattering. Which is expressed as:
ImMl = ReMl tan l (2.27)Where l is the corresponding N phase shift. All the observables includingdierential cross section d=d
 and the photon asymmetry  can be dened interms of these multipoles [Han97].The dispersion relations approach works well in the case of free pion photo-production, but runs into problems when applied to the case of nuclear pion pho-toproduction. Inside the nucleus, the nucleons have Fermi motion and a frameinvariant approach is generally required, however the multipoles are dened inthe barycentric frame and these must be transformed into an invariant form. Thistransformation is mathmatically complex and leads to a loss of physical insight.
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2.2.3 Eective LagrangiansThe second theoretical approach is the so called Eective Lagrangian method.Which involves explicitly evaluating the Feynmann diagrams that include inter-mediate state particles, in particular the  ,  and ! particles. This was rstexplored by Peccei [Pec69] and further developed by Olsson [Ols74]. The startingpoint is obtaining an eective Lagranagian that describes the interacting elds ofthe nucleon ( N), delta ( ), pion (), -meson (), !-meson (!) and photon(A).The Lagrangian of the interaction is expressed as:
Lint = LPV + L! + L (2.28)
The rst term, LPV , describes the psuedo-vector coupling of the pion photo-production mechanism, which is required by chiral symmetry and has the form:
LPV = LNN + LNN + L + LNN (2.29)
The second term of equation (2.28), L!, describes the interactions involvingvector mesons. This involves the following:
L! = LNN + L!NN + L + L! (2.30)
The nal term of equation (2.28), L, involves the  excitation and is givenby: L = LN + LN (2.31)All the above terms can be written in terms of the interacting elds, the dirac matrices and the appropriate coupling constants, as an example the LNN hasthe form: LNN =  fNNm  N (x)5 N(x)  @(x) (2.32)Where fNN is the coupling constant of the strong interaction, while  is anisopin operator. The coupling constants, the  mass and width   are extractedfrom pion scattering data. Using these coupling constants the various Feynmanndiagrams can then be calculated and the cross section and other observables ob-tained. 18
Final state rescattering must still be accounted for by using Watson's theorem,i.e. each multipole must be given the correct phase as stated by N scattering.This is complicated by the fact that each multipole may contain non-resonant(Born) terms and an explicit resonant part.The eective Lagrangian approach can be said to have a less physical basisthan the dispersion relations technique but does have the advantage of being easierto use in the extension to nuclear calculations.
2.2.4 The Hamiltonian ApproachThe Hamiltonian approach, rst pioneered by Nozawa et al. [Noz90], is the thirdof the pion photoproduction models we will look at. The model is similar to theeective Lagrangian approach in that the  is treated as an explicit degree offreedom to be added to the Hamiltonian of the process.The interaction is expressed as a direct sum of the pion-nucleus scattering andthe photon coupling subspaces. The complete Hilbert space is written as:
H = S  N (2.33)S = XB=N;N  (2.34)(2.35)
Where the subspace S describes the pion-nucleus scattering without couplingto photons, but does include  contributions.The overall Hamiltonian is then a sum of the Hamiltonian of subspace S, Hsand the electromagnetic interaction:
H = Hs +Hemo +HemI (2.36)Where Hemo is the free photon Hamiltonian and HemI is given by:HemI = Z dxA(x)J(x) (2.37)Where again the HemI terms involve the  resonance.The above is then used to derive scattering equations for the N  ! Nprocess. The real advantage of the Hamiltonian approach over both the Eective19
Lagrangian and dispersion relations techniques is in the treatment of N nalstate scattering. The Hamiltonian approach reproduces on-shell N scatteringphase-shifts and has a natural extension o-shell, whereas the other two methodsrely on Watson's theorem which is only dened on-shell.The Hamiltonian approach could thus prove invaluable in nuclear calculationsif o-shell eects are of particular importance.
2.3 Nuclear Structure Properties of 4He




Figure 2.7: Shell structure of 4He
In the 4He (; +n) reaction, a proton is removed from the Helium nucleus toleave, in the absence of nal state interactions leading to the breakup channel,the Triton 3H nucleus. 20
2.4 Nuclear Pion Photoproduction
Nuclear pion photoproduction has been long perceived as being of particular in-terest as it incorporates three basic elds of research, the elementary productionmechanism on a nucleon, the nuclear dynamics and the pion-nucleus interaction.We have already seen the various approaches to the rst and we can now look atthe eects which modify nuclear pion photoproduction compared to the free case.These so called medium modications will be discussed below as will a review ofthe various theoretical models used to describe nuclear pion photoproduction.
2.4.1 Medium EectsThe rst eect is that, in contrast to free pion photoproduction, the nucleons insidethe nuclear environment are in motion. This so called Fermi motion produces akinematical eect where by the observed cross sections are smeared out. Thiscan make theoretical predictions sensitive to the wavefunction used for the initialnucleus.The second eect is the so called Pauli blocking. The Pauli exclusion principlestates that no two identical fermions can occupy the same state. Protons andneutrons are both fermions and therefore must obey the Pauli exclusion principle.This means the pion photoproduction process cannot lead to states in which thePauli principle is broken. This Pauli blocking results in a reduced cross section.The most interesting medium modication is in the delta resonance region.In the free pion photoproduction case a produced  will decay to a nucleon anda pion with a branching ratio of 100% and has a decay time expressed as itswidth   = 110MeV ( 10 23s). In the nuclear medium however the  decaybecomes more complex. There is now a new decay channel open to the  , i.e.N  ! NN , these are purely nucleonic decays and are shown in gure 2.8.This tends to broaden the resonance and reduce the pion production cross section.However Pauli blocking reduces the states available to the decay products whichtends to narrow the width of the resonance.An interesting question relating to the in-medium resonance is whether or notthe peak position is shifted. While there is certainly some evidence [Bia94] for a
21
NN   ∆     ∆N decay decayπ
Figure 2.8: Decay modes of the Delta in the nuclear medium.
small shift in the in-medium resonance energy relative to the free nucleon value,the shift is however not as prominent as that found in pion absorption. This isthought to arise due to the dierent nature of the pion and photon absorptionprocessesThe nal nuclear medium eect we discuss is the occurance of nal state inter-actions (FSI). These occur after the reaction of interest and involves interactionsof the produced particles with the residual nucleus. In particular the reactionproducts can undergo scattering by the residual nuclear medium, or be reab-sorbed by it. This will show up as a reduction in the reaction cross section. Thisis one of the advantages in measuring the photon asymmetry, , which, as it is aratio of cross sections, allows the cancellation of FSI eects.The normal technique for dealing with FSI is by using optical potentials. Theplane wave of the exiting particle is distorted by the potential, reproducing theeect of in medium scattering while the imaginary part of the potential bringsabout a damping of the wave and reduces it's ux, which reects the absorptionof the outgoing particles. Optical potentials are energy dependent and are para-metrised from scattering data [Sch82, Car82]. Optical potentials are however onlyreally appropriate for medium and heavy nuclei.
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Figure 2.9: The quasi-free nature of nuclear pion photoproduction
The rst application of the DWIA formalism to A(; +n) B was by Laget[Lag72]. The transition operator, T, was taken to be the sum of the free transitionoperator, t(; ) over all the nucleons in the nucleus, that is:
T = Xnucleons t(; ) (2.38)FSI were taken care of by distorting the outgoing waves with optical poten-tials for the residual system. Blomquist and Laget [Blo77] then improved thisby computing the non-relativistic limit of the PV Lagrangian of free pion pho-toproduction. This gave a convenient transition operator which was valid in anyframe of reference thus proving easy to use in nuclear calculations [Sin81]. The23
factorised DWIA cross sections can be written as:d3dTd
d
n = kcmp!nj	Dl j2 (2.39)Where k is a kinematical factor, cmp!n is the elementary free pion photo-production cross section in the centre of mass system and 	Dl is the distortedmomentum distribution given by:	Dl = S Z  ()+  ()n eik ri(r)dr (2.40)Where  () represents the distorted outgoing pion and nucleon waves, i is thebound state wavefunction and S is the spectroscopic factor. The above approachis essentially a local one.Li et al. [Li93] extended this approach by carrying out a fully non-localisedDWIA calculation. The expression for the cross section was not factorised andwas written as: d3dEd
d
N = kXjMfij2 (2.41)Where k is again a kinematical factor and P means sum over nal spins andaverage over initial spins. This matrix element in the impulse approximation isgiven by: XjMfij2 = 12(2Ji + 1) Xms S2j + 1 jT (; ;ms)j2 (2.42)Where Ji is the spin of the target,  = fnljmg is the quantum number ofthe bound nucleon,  is the photon polarisation, ms is the spin projection of theoutgoing nucleon and S is the spectroscopic factor. The single particle matrixelement T is given by:T (; ;ms) = Z d3p0d3q0	(+)ms (p0; p)(+) (q0; q)t(; k; pi; q0; p0)	(pi) (2.43)Where pi = p0 + q0   k is the momentum of the bound nucleon. The pionproduction operator t is the full Blomquist-Laget operator. The above operatoris non-local which Li et al. claim to be of importance when comparing withexperimental results.If the distorted pion and neutron wavefunctions are replaced with plane waves.the matrix element takes the simple form:T PWIA(; ;ms) = ymst	(pi) (2.44)24
Which is the production operator multiplied by the Fourier transform of thesingle particle bound wavefunction. This is called the Plane Wave Impulse Ap-proximation (PWIA) and is compared with the data presented in this thesis.
2.4.3 The  -Hole ModelThe  -hole model assumes the produced  to be the dominant initial process,this produced  and its associated hole then propagate through the target nucleusand the resulting medium eects are accounted for. The  -hole model has itsorigins in pion-nucleus scattering and the Isobar-Doorway model of Kisslinger[Kis73]. As the same  -propagator should apply to the photonuclear case as wellas the pion-nucleus interaction, Sato and Takaki [Sat93] applied the  -hole modelto A (; +n) B reactions.The resonant (delta) part of the transition amplitude is given by:t = F yN 1D(E) F̂N (2.45)Where the F terms are vertex functions relating to the absorption of a photon,F̂N , and the emission of a pion, F yN . The resonance denominator has theBreit-Wigner from: D(E) = E   ER + 12i (E) (2.46)To incorporate the eects of the nuclear medium on the resonant productionthe function D(E) is replaced by the many-body Green's function:G 1 h = D(E  H ) W   W   Vsp (2.47)W is a rescattering term that takes into account coherent 0 production andsubsequent charge exchange. Pauli blocking of the delta decay inside the nucleusis taking into account via the term W , while Vsp is a phenomenological spreadingpotential that takes into account intermediate coupling of the delta-hole state tomore complicated congurations, mainly pion absorption, which is determinedfrom pion-nucleus scattering.The resonance term is evaluated at E   H which is the internal energy ofthe resonant N system. The  -Hamiltonian, H is given by:H = T +HA 1 + V (2.48)25
Where T is the kinetic energy of the delta, V is a binding potential forthe delta and HA 1 takes into account the hole energy. The resonant productionoperator thus becomes:  = F yN G 1 hF̂N (2.49)To obtain the full amplitude a non-resonant (background) contribution has tobe added to the above M1+(3=2) resonant term. A further contribution from thepion-pole contribution has also to be added to the production amplitude giving:t = tM1+ (3=2) + tpion pole + tb:g: (2.50)The full amplitude in the  -hole model becomes:T =<  ( )p ( ) ;hj + tb(3=2) + tpion pole + tb:g:jk; 0 > (2.51)Where j0 > and jh > denote the nuclear ground state and the one-hole state,while jk > denotes the incident photon with momentum k.  ( )p and ( ) representdistorted proton and pion waves.Sato and Takiki compared their calculations with the MIT data which againcompared well at backward pion angles but considerably overestimated the dataat forward pion angles.








Figure 2.10: Typical photon self-energy Feynmann diagrams
Where k is the photon momentum. Because of the weak nature of the electro-magnetic interaction a volume integral is applied to the above to give an expressionfor the cross section on a nite nucleus:
 =   1jkj!Z d3rIm(k; (r)) (2.54)Where the Local Density Approximation (LDA),  ! (r) provides the con-nection between nite and innite nuclear matter. The above expression is usefulin that it allows us to evaluate  on any nucleus while only knowing the experi-mental nuclear density, . Final State Interactions within the nuclear medium aretreated semi-classically by means of monte carlo type simulation.The main advantage of the above approach is in its ability to dierentiatebetween the various reaction channels, that is the absorption of the photon canbe seperated into direct and indirect absorption. In the direct absorption case thephoton is assumed to be absorbed by one or two nucleons, while the indirect caseis a two step process. Carrasco et al. suggest a study of these two processes willgive valuable information regarding pion propagation in nuclei.The main drawback in applying the above method is that it lacks any nuclearstructure input, as it is derived from nuclear matter calculations, no shell model
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The pion photoproduction results presented in this thesis were obtained using thefacilities at the Insitut fur Kernphysik at Mainz. The Mami Microtron (MAMI-B),which delivered its rst continuous electron beam in 1990, has facilitated manynew high quality photonuclear experiments.The dierent experimental areas are each operated by seperate collaborations,in particular the A2 collaboration studies reactions involving tagged real photons.Within the A2 collaboration there exists several sub-groups each associated withspecic areas of research. The Universities of Glasgow, Edinburgh and Tubingenform what is known as the PiP-TOF collaboration. The present experiment isthe latest in a series of experiments performed by the PiP-TOF group which areaimed at gaining an understanding of the photoabsorpion mechanism by studying(;pN) and (; +n) reactions. The group takes its name from the two main de-tector systems which are used in these experiments, PiP, a scintillator hodoscopedesigned to detect protons and positive pions, and TOF, a large scintillator time-of-ight array designed for charged and neutral particle detection. Also crucial tothe experiments in the A2 hall is the Glasgow Tagger. There are also associated E detectors which are used for triggering and particle identication. Each ofthe above elements will be discussed below, as will the electronic and computingsystems required for triggering, data acquisition and online analysis.
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3.2 MAMI-B
The MAMI-B facility is shown in gure 3.1. A 100 keV gun is followed by threelinac sections which inject 3.5 MeV electrons into the 20 turn Race Track Mi-crotron (RTM1), this increases the electron energy to 14 MeV. The electrons arethen transported to the 51 turn RTM2 which accelerates the electrons to 180MeV. This formed the basis of the MAMI-A system [Boe95].MAMI-A was upgraded to MAMI-B in 1990 with the addition of the 450 tonneRTM3 third stage. This has 90 turns and produces a nal electron beam of 855MeV, with a resolution of 120 keV and a 100% duty factor. It is a high quality,highly stable beam with a maximum current of 100 A and a low emittance. Onceextracted from RTM3 the beam can be transported to any number of experimentalhalls, shown in the plan. Photonuclear reactions take place in the A2 hall wherea radiator and the Glasgow tagger system are installed.
Figure 3.1: The Mainz Microtron, MAMI
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Figure 3.2: A Race Track Microtron
Electrons are injected into the linac of the microtron and gain a certain amountof energy. The electrons are deected by 180o at each of the bending magnets.Every time an electron passes through the linac it gains more energy and thetrack through which it is travelling widens, this is repeated until the electron hasgained enough energy to encounter the extraction magnet which allows it to leavethe microtron.Because each electron is recirculated many times, the energy gain each passthrough the linac can be relatively low. This allows the linac to be operated incontinuous wave (c.w.) mode to produce a beam with a 100% duty factor. Thisis of vital importance in coincidence experiments, for two systems with the sameaverage current the rate of accidental coincidences will be less with a system witha continuous beam than one with a pulsed one. This allows higher currents to be31
used, thus the higher duty factor allows quicker and more accurate collection ofdata.
3.3 Bremsstrahlung Photon Production
To produce a photon beam the electrons from MAMI-B are focussed on to aradiator in the A2 hall. When the radiator is the 4m Ni foil, unpolarised photonsare produced as the electron decelerates in the presence of the Ni nuclei. Thesebremsstrahlung photons radiate in a forward cone of average semi-angle me=Eewhere me is the mass of the electron and Ee is the electron kinetic energy andhave an energy distribution approximately proportrional to 1=E [Bet34].When the radiator is the 0.1mm diamond crystal the production of linearlypolarised photons becomes possible. In contrast to the smooth incoherent 1=Ebremsstrahlung spectrum, the coherent bremsstrahlung spectrum shows a peak,the position of which depends on the orientation of the crystal with respect tothe electron beam. The photons in this peak are mostly linearly polarised. Thisis shown in gure 3.3. The lower part of this gure shows the relative intensityof coherent radiation, that is the diamond spectrum normalised to the incoherentcontribution (Ni). This shows a number of peaks which are the contributions fromdierent reciprocal lattice vectors.The kinematics of the coherent bremsstrahlung process are shown in gure 3.4.The energy & momentum of the incoming electron is denoted as (E0; p0), while(E; p) is the energy & momentum of the outgoing electron, k is the energy of theproduced photon which has polarisation , while q is the momentum transferredto the crystal. The fractional photon energy is dened as x = k=E0.Production of coherent bremsstrahlung is governed by the momentum transferq, which has to fullll the so called momentum \pancake" condition [Lo94]:
  ql  2 (3.1)0  qt  2x (3.2)
Where ql & qt are the longitudinal and transverse components of q.  = qminlis the minimum longitudinal momentum transfer.
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Figure 3.4: Kinematics of the Bremsstrahlung process
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Maximum linear polarisation occurs when the momentum \pancake" is on only1 reciprocal lattice point [Lo94]. This is shown in gure 3.5 in which the pancakesin the reciprocal lattice space of the diamond are shown for two dierent photonenergies. This leads to a region of photons, around 50 MeV in width, which havea high degree of polarisation. The diamond was ipped periodically by 90o toproduce both parallel and perpendicularly polarised photons.By using the Tagger it is possible to survey and adjust the diamond crystal. Toobtain the correct orientation of the diamond, which is mounted in a goniometer, itis vital to have an accurate knowledge of it's original position. To this end a threedimensional plot was made of the relative intensities of coherent bremsstrahlung asa function of photon energy and the orientation of the horizontal goniometer axis,H . This plot, shown in gure 3.6, can be made in a short space of time, showsthe symmetry around the zero goniometer position. This gives direct informationabout the orientation of the crystal with respect to the incoming beam and thusallows an absolute calibration of the goniometer.
3.3.1 The Tagged Photon TechniqueThe residual electrons from the bremsstrahlung process are then analysed in amagnetic spectrometer. With a knowledge of the incident electron energy, Ee,which for MAMI-B is 855 MeV, and a measurement of the residual electron energyEe0 , the associated (coincident) photon's energy is given by:
E = Ee   Ee0 (3.3)
The photon beam is collimated to form a small beam spot on the target whichis several metres downstream. The photons subsequently induce reactions in thetarget which generates experimental triggers. Photon tagging requires an iden-tication of the particular residual electron that is coincident with the photonresponsible for a given reaction trigger. This requires accurate timing informationto separate the prompt electrons that are correlated with a photon from randomelectrons that are not correlated with the photon causing a reaction.
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Figure 3.5: Reciprocal lattice of the diamond crystal
Figure 3.6: Calibration of the diamond position
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3.3.2 The Glasgow Tagging SpectrometerThe Glasgow Tagger [Ant91] is shown in gure 3.7 The Tagger analyses the resid-ual electrons from the bremsstrahlung process and also transports the electronswhich do not interact with the radiator to the beam dump. To accomodate thewide range of experiments performed within the A2 collaboration the design ofthe spectrometer had to be exteremly exible. The spectrometer has a large mo-mentum acceptance, pmin : pmax ' 16 : 1, and can cover the energy range 40 MeVto 790 MeV in a single eld setting. It also has a large enough entrance solidangle to accept most of the post bremsstrahlung electrons.To accomplish this a Quadrapole-Dipole (QD) design was chosen. The quadra-pole magnet provides vertical focusing, while the dipole magnet bends and focusesthe electrons onto the focal plane.
3.3.3 The Focal Plane detectorA residual electron's energy is established by simply determining the point atwhich it traveresed the spectrometers focal plane. Knowledge of this combinedwith the strength of the magnetic eld leads to an unambiguously determinedelectron energy. The Focal Plane Detector (FPD) is an array of 352 overlappingscintillators, each of which is connected to a small photomultiplier (PM) tube. Inorder to reduce the contribution from the background electrons a coincidence isdemanded between neighbouring array elements.For photonuclear reactions between 100 MeV and 800 MeV the focal planedetector had to satisfy the following criteria [Hal96]:
 Run at such a rate as to provide an adequate photon ux. For the lowcross sections under investigation this corresponds to uxes of the order of106   108 photons per second.
 Label each photon with a suciently good energy resolution. The GlasgowTagger has an average resolution over the whole focal plane of  2MeV .























Figure 3.7: The Glasgow Tagging Spectrometer
 Delay timing and hit pattern information until an experimental trigger hasbeen made, indicating whether or not to process the event data
The signal from the scintillator's photomultiplier tube enters a dual thresholddiscriminator which produces an associated logic pulse which is routed to thetagger electronics racks where the FASTBUS scalers and time to digital convert-ers (TDCs) record the required information. The scalers are used to obtain ameasurement of the photon ux, while the TDC signals are used to establish acoincidence between a residual electron hit in the FPD and a reaction in the targetcaused by a photon.
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3.3.4 Photon Collimation and Tagging EciencyThe distance between the radiator and the target is several metres, because ofthis the photon beam must be collimated to ensure a small beam spot is incidenton the target. A small beam spot is advantageous in that it reduces the error inestablishing the reaction vertex. The collimation process also helps in increasingthe degree of polarisation when the diamond radiator is used. This is due to thefact that the angular distributions of incoherent and coherent bremsstrahlung aredierent. The typical size of collimator used was 3mm.During the experiment the vast majority of photons do not interact with thetarget and are dumped at the far end of the A2 hall. The photon beamline isshown in gure 3.8 which also shows the ionisation chamber that is used to obtaina rough estimate of the photon ux. However the ion chamber is only used asa diagnostic and in the analysis it is the tagger scalers that are used to obtainthe photon ux. The scalers count the number of electrons detected in each FPDelement. Some of the photons with a corresponding electron in the FPD areremoved from the beam by collimation and the fraction which reach is given by:
Nj(coincident with e0 at FPD) = Ne  tagg (3.4)Where tagg is the tagging eciency and is dened as the ratio of electron hitson the FPD which have a coincident photon, to the total number of electron hits atthe focal plane. The tagging eciency is measured by placing a Pb glass detectorin the photon beam well downstream of the target. The size of the detector ensuresthat it has a photon detection eciency very close to 100%. The beam current islowered to suppress random coincidences in the tagger. The Photons incident onthe detector generate triggers which gate the tagger TDCs. The TDCs record thetime of any coincident residual electron on the FPD. Meanwhile the tagger scalerscount the total number of residual electrons in each element. Thus the taggingeciency for each element is dened as:
 = TDCcountsscalercounts (3.5)Tagging eciency measurements were made several times a week. The averageeciency for unpolarised photons was around 55%, while for polarised photons it38


















Figure 3.8: The photon beam line
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3.4 Experimental Targets
The two main targets used in this experiment were a liquid Helium-4 target, usedto perform the 4He(; +n) measurement, and a solid CH2 target that was usedto obtain the p(; +)n calibration data.The Helium target was purpose built by the University of Tubingen [Heh96].Figure 3.9 shows a schematic of the target. The target is cylindrical along thephoton beam axis with a diameter of 3cm and a length of 8cm. The wall materialis Kapton. The cell is wrapped with several layers of superisolating foil to reducethe heat input. A vacuum chamber surrounds the target cell and is made of acarbon bre cylinder. The Helium was cooled with a liquid nitrogen jacket, andhad to be relled on average every 12 hours by pumping more in from the top.
 
 













Figure 3.9: The liquid helium target
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3.5 Particle Detectors
When the photon impinges upon the target there are a large number of dierentpossible reaction channels open to it. As well as nuclear reactions there is also thepossibility of the photon undergoing an atomic reaction (; e) this leads to a largeelectron background. The particle detection systems used in this experiment thushad to be designed to discriminate between the various reaction products producedso as to select a specic reaction channel. Particles emitted include, electrons,protons, pions and neutrons. There are a variety of techniques to dierentiatebetween these particles in particular E E cuts, veto detectors and the afterpulsetechnique are all used.Energy measurements are made by either particle energy deposition or time-of-ight methods and it is important to achieve a satisfactory energy resolution.In the present experiment a combined resolution of around 10 MeV was achieved.The third important factor in the design of the detector systems is that of angularresolution. In order to perform a comparison with theoretical predictions goodangular resolution is required. This depends on the detector timing properties.The arrangement of the detectors in the A2 hall for the experiement is shownin gure 3.10 The three detector systems, the -E ring, PiP and TOF all consistof scintillator blocks. When a charged particle enters a scintillator block the scin-tillator material emits light which travels to the ends of the block and is focussedby light guides on to a photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier converts thelight into an electrical signal and amplies it. The amount of light emitted is pro-portional to the energy of the particle, and by nding the time dierence betweenwhen the light reaches either end of the scintillator bar a position measurementcan be made.
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Figure 3.10: The layout of the A2 hall
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Figure 3.11: The E detector
On the PiP side, a charged particle passing through the E detector will givea signal, this is then used as the so called start time which is closely relatedto the reaction time due to the detector being in close proximity to the target.All other times are measured relative to this time. This E signal can also beused in conjuction with PiP to perform a E-E cut which can eliminate a lot ofbackground, i.e. electrons and random events. It can also separate pions fromprotons.The TOF side segments are used as a charged particle veto. Since neutronsare neutral particles they do not give a signal in the E detector whereas protons,being charged do. This veto is performed in the oine analysis to avoid accidentalvetoing by randoms. By selecting on events that do have a signal in the TOF sideE detector it becomes possible to study reactions involving charged particles onthe TOF side.
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3.5.2 The PiP detectorThe PiP detector is a highly segmented Pion/Proton scintillator hodoscope [Mac96b].The detector consists of ve separate layers of scintillator, NE110. The rst layeris a thin E layer followed by four E layers, E1 to E4. This is shown in gure3.12.
Figure 3.12: The PiP detector
The E layer consists of four vertical scintillator strips of dimensions 2mmthick x 20cm wide x 42cm high. In it's usual position of 50cm from the target,this denes the solid angle of PiP to be ' 1.0 steradian. The E layer is alsoused to provide azimuthul position information.Each successive E layer is larger than the previous one, so as to ensure thata particle entering the detector will not pass out through the detectors edges ina subsequent layer, even after allowing for scattering events inside the detector[Bra91]. The light produced in the blocks is guided into photomultiplier tubes atboth ends of a block using light guides. The dimensions of the E layers are givenin table 3.1.Each block is shielded from external light sources by the use of black tape.
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E layer No. Blocks L x D x H (cm)E1 4 100.0 x 11.0 x 13.5E2 4 130.0 x 17.5 x 17.5E3 5 160.0 x 17.5 x 17.5E4 6 190.0 x 17.5 x 17.5Table 3.1: Scintillator block dimensions in PiP
While the whole system is shielded by a 5mm steel plating to further reduce lightleaks and provide a barrier against room background. The detector is mountedon a strong steel framework with the electronics in four racks at the rear of thedetector. The total weight of the detector is around 4 tonnes.
3.5.3 The TOF DetectorThe TOF array consists of 102 scintillator bars [Gra98]. These bars are mountedvertically on movable frames eight at a time. The TOF array was designed tomaximise the solid angle, time resolution and detection eciency while still beingable to be applied in a variety of dierent experiments [Bra91]. The height of theA2 hall and the required timing resolution, gave rise to bars with the dimensions300cm x 20cm x 5cm. Again light is collected at both ends by photomultipliertubes. The azimuthul position of a detected particle is determined by the timedierence, while the polar angle is just given by which bar the particle struck.The time of ight, which is used to determine a particles energy, is obtained bythe average time of both signals. A typical TOF frame is shown in gure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: A typical TOF stand
3.6 Event Triggering
When a particle enters a detector block the resulting signal in the photomultipliertubes must be transformed in to a useful form for analysis. This is done in threestages. Firstly, events of interest must be identied from the sea of backgroundand random events, this is done by the trigger electronics, which on recognisinga desired event gate the analogue to digital converters (ADC's) that are used todigitise pulse height and timing information. Lastly storage of this information isperformed by the data acquisition system which reads out these modules. Becausethe experiment is disabled when this is taking place, this dead time must be keptto a minimum which in practice means making a trigger as selective as possiblewithout throwing away valid events.
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Figure 3.14: Instrumentation of a typical scintillator block
The output from the ADC's forms the raw data which is later analysed toreconstruct the kinematics of an event, e.g. particle energies, angles etc.
3.6.1 Trigger LogicThe trigger electronics use the pulses from the discriminators to decide whetheran event of interest has occurred. For the 1996 set of experiments a joint (; +n) ,(;pN) trigger was employed enabling the collection of both types of events, andmeaning the beam time for the separate experiments was combined together. Theevents of interest were dened as: Event in PiP with an associated particle in TOF Cosmic event in PiP PiP or TOF asher events 47


































Figure 3.15: Flow diagram of the trigger logic
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Figure 3.16: The 1st level trigger
There are four main types of rst level trigger input, the signals from theseare input into a Programmable Logic Unit or PLU which decodes them and thenacts accordingly. The 1st level PLU decoder is shown in gure 3.16. The triggerinputs are:
 The PiP particle trigger: This guarantees a charged particle in PiP. Thetime of this trigger corresponds closely to the reaction time and QDC andTDC starts are derived from it. It is generated by demanding coincidencesignals from the PiP-side E, the PiP E layer and the rst PiP layer, E1.
 The Cosmic Trigger: For calibration purposes, PiP cosmic ray events arerecorded. The trigger demands a coincidence between the top block in alayer and the bottom block of the same layer. If the PLU receives this inputreadout is enabled immediately.
 PiP and TOF Flasher Triggers: Both PiP and TOF have asher unitsinstalled which consist of a Light Emitting Diode (LED) which sends light
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into each PM tube and a PIN diode. By comparing the PIN diode signal tothe PM tube signal the gain of the PM tube can be monitored. Each timea asher is activated a trigger is created and when the PLU receives thistrigger again readout is enabled immediately. The Pb Glass Trigger: This trigger can only be activated during taggingeciency runs when the Pb glass detector is placed in the photon beam.When it detects a photon a trigger is generated and readout is immediate.
When a trigger is raised the PLU disables or latches it's inputs and the inspec-tion of events is put on hold while the PLU is strobed and the output conditionsgenerated. There are three main output conditions:
 Immediate Interrupt: If a Cosmic, Flasher or Pb glass trigger is presentthen the relevant detectors are provided with ADC gates. No further pro-cessing of the event is required and the data acquisition computer is interup-ted and the ADC's are read out enabling the event to be stored. Activate 2nd Level: If the PiP particle trigger is raised, the ADC gates aregenerated but the interrupt of the acqusition computer is delayed. Insteadthe second level trigger circuit is activated. Reject: If more than one trigger was present, which is an unlikely occur-rance, then the event is rejected and the system reset to process the nextevent.
3.6.3 Second Level TriggersThe second level triggers are activated once a charged particle entering PiP hasbeen identied. The 2nd level triggers correspond to more complex conditionswhich take more time to establish. The 2nd level PLU decoder is shown in gure3.17, it is similar to the rst level decoder.The four main 2nd level triggers are:






































Figure 3.17: The 2nd level trigger
swamp the data. To counteract this they are rejected by means of a E-Ecut in the hardware. This is done by demanding that a weighted sum ofthe PiP E and E1 signals is above a certain discriminator threshold. If asignal is however received in the E2 layer this cut is overridden as the E1signal is no longer proportional to the particles total energy.
 TOF-OR: A large proportion of events with a particle in PiP have nocorresponding particle detected in the TOF array. The TOF-OR trigger is agatted OR of all the 102 TOF bars. This requires a particle to be detected inTOF within 400ns of the initial PiP trigger. This selectivity greatly reducesexperimental dead time.
 Tagger-OR: In order to reconstruct the photon energy, a prompt electronmust be present in the Tagger Focal Plane Detector. The Tagger-OR is agatted OR of all 352 FPD elements this requires an electron to be presentwithin a 80ns PiP-Tagger coincidence window. At normal beam currents,the presence of random's on the FPD means the chance of this trigger notbeing generated are extremely small.
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 + Afterpulse Trigger: This trigger is used for determining the presence ofpositive pions in PiP. Pions are identied from the generation of an afterpulsefrom the + ! + ! e+ decay process. Once the PiP particle triggerhas been raised the PiP E-blocks are monitored for the occurrance of anafterpulse. The inspect time was set at 6s. The time the afterpulse occurredis recorded in a multi-hit long range TDC.
The second level PLU is strobed at a xed time after the 1st level trigger.This time is to allow the second level triggers to be processed, in particular itdepends on the inspect period required by the afterpulse trigger. The PLU isprogrammed to identify certain combinations of inputs and can decide betweentwo output states:
 Accept Trigger: This means the event has an acceptable set of second leveltriggers present. An interrupt is issued to the data acquisition computer andthe ADC's are read out. Once this is done the computer issues a reset tothe circuit.
 Fast Clear: This means the event is rejected as one or other of the accept-able input states are not met. All ADC's are reset and the trigger logic isunlatched to allow a new event to be processed.
Dierent trigger requirements can be set depending on the nature of the run.
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3.7 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition system controls and collects data from the electronics mod-ules in the experiment. The acqusition system has three primary tasks. Firstlyit must initialise the electronics modules and load programmable settings, e.g.discriminator thresholds. Secondly, it must read out data from these modules andlastly it must store this information in a useful format.The data acquisition system used in the PiPTOF experiments is the ACQUdata acqusition and analysis sytem [Ann95, Ann96]. ACQU is written in the Cprogramming language and can handle both on-line data collection and o-linedata analysis. The acqu software consists of two parts, a front end componentwhich controls the experimental hardware, reads out data from ADC's and op-tionally stores the data, and a workstation based component which stores on-linedata or reads and analyses o-line data.The heart of the data acqusition system is the VME crate. This has anMC68040 based, single board computer, running the OS-9 operating system,which houses a VMEbus interface and 16 Mbytes of RAM. This executes theacqusition software while the VMEbus facilitates I/O between the computer andother interface modules, which provides a bi-directional link to the Camac andFASTBUS crate controllers [Ann93]. The bi-directional link serves to initial-ise and control the Camac and FASTBUS modules. The collected data can beltered (pedestal subtracted, zero and overow supressed) and then sent via anethernet TCP/IP connection to a VAXstation outside the experimental hall. ThisVAXstation can perform online analysis and stores the data to disk/tape.
3.7.1 Acqusition SoftwareThere are four main parts to the acqusition software running on the MC68040: Supervisor: This initialises the experimental hardware on the basis of in-formation read from user-edited parameter les specifying the desired elec-tronic modules, their locations and initialisation data, e.g. threshold orpedestal values. It also starts child tasks, acqu, store and control, which runin a semi-independent manner. 53
 acqu: The acqu process handles the data read out from the ADC's. Whenan interrupt is received from the trigger logic, acqu proceeds to read out allthe modules. The event data is a list of integer pairs giving the ADC indexand its contents. On completion of readout, the acqu process unlatches thetrigger and awaits another interrupt.
 store: The store process enables the data collected by the acqu process tobe sent over the ethernet using the TCP/IP protocol to the online analysisworkstation.
 control: This is started by the user and is used to pause or start/stop theacqusition system.
3.7.2 Data Analysis SoftwareIn order to monitor the performance of an experiment it is necessary to performsome online analysis. This is performed on a VAXstation in the control room.There are three process run on the VAX:
 vme server: This makes the network connection to the VME based MC68040computer and receives data from it. The data is written to disk and is passedto the sort process for analysis.
 sort: This processes the ADC information on an event-by-event basis andproduces spectra. Conditions may be applied to ADCs or derived valuesand these can be used to monitor the performance of the experiment.
 control: This displays the spectra that are produced from the sort process.




































Figure 4.1: Notation relating to a scintillator block
Figure 4.1, shown above shows a typical scintillator block. The quantities usedin this chapter are dened below. The subscripts 1,2 refer to the dierent ends ofa block.Constants: D - Length of the block.v - Velocity of light along the blockr1, r2 - Pulse rise times (TDC's)a01, a02 - Descriminator thresholds (QDC's)p1, p2 - Pedestals (QDC's)Raw Data: Q1, Q2 - QDC values in channel spaceT1, T2 - TDC values in channel spaceDerived: a1, a2 - Pulse heights (QDC's)Lgen - Light generated by particle in the blockt1, t2 - Time of PM pulse relative to reaction timettof - Time of ight of the particled - Hit position relative to the block center
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4.2 Generic calibration of a block
4.2.1 Pedestal subtractionThe QDC value that is obtained from the PM signal is not linearly proportionalto the pulse height. There is a constant oset, called the pedestal value whicharises due to the fact that there is a constant DC input current in each QDC.This pedestal value must be obtained for each QDC and subtracted from the rawvalue. Thus the pulse height a, is related to the QDC value Q, via:
a = Q  p (4.1)
Where p is the pedestal value. The pedestal values are determined from specialruns in which no hardware window is set.
4.2.2 Discriminator ThresholdsBefore a TDC stop is generated the signal in the PM tube must exceed a presetdiscriminator threshold. The thresholds enable a reduction in the low energybackground and the removal of electronic noise but are set as low as possible towiden the acceptance of the detectors for low energy particles. Threshold valuesare required in order to perform discriminator walk corrections which are requiredin the PiP-TOF TDC's. The threshold vaule for each TDC can be determinedby plotting the associated QDC pulse height spectra under the condition that theassociated TDC has valid data.















Figure 4.2: The Walk eect
T 0 = T + r(1 ra0a ) (4.2)Where T' and T are the corrected and uncorrected times (in TDC channels), aand a0 are the pulse height and discriminator threshold (in QDC channels). ris the pulse height rise time, which is also obtained from the data but dierentmethods are used for each detector.
4.2.4 Light OutputFrom the pulse height's a1 and a2 we must establish the total amount of lightdeposited by the particle in the block. Due to the fact that as the light travelsin the block it suers some attenuation, the amount of light collected at each enddoes not give the total amount of light generated. If the attenuation is assumedto be exponential with the distance travelled this leads to the following relation:
Lgen / pa1a2 (4.3)
This states that the light generated in the block is proportional to the geomet-ric mean of the pulse heights. In reality the attenuation of the light is not in factexponential and a residual droop correction is required to account for the position
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dependence in the geometric mean. This gives us the relation:
Lgen = constant pa1a2fdroop(d) (4.4)The droop function along with the calibration constant is obtained from thedata.
4.2.5 Particle Energy LossesAll the particles detected in the experiment will have suered an energy loss asthey travel from the target to the dectector and also as they travel between deadlayers in the dectector. This energy loss is calculated by use of the range method.The particle range, R, in a given material is:
R = aT k (4.5)
Where T is the particle kinetic energy and the coecients a and k were foundfor each particle type and material by use of a GEANT [Bru82] simulation. IfTi is the initial particle energy and d is the distance the particle travels in thematerial then the energy loss is given as:
Ri = aT ki (4.6)Rf = Ri   d (4.7)Tf = (Rfa )k (4.8)Eloss = Ti   Tf (4.9)
In practice we have knowledge of the particle's nal energy and we sum up allthe energy losses along the particle track back to the reaction vertex to obtain theoriginal energy of the particle.
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4.3 The Start Dectector
The PiP side of the E-ring, which is known as the start detector, is of crucialimportance to the whole experiment. All conincidence gates and TDC start timesare generated from it. This start pulse should ocurr at a xed time relative to theactual reaction start time, treaction. In practice, due to several factors, this doesnot happen. The three factors involved are the transit time of the particle betweenthe target and the detector, walk eects at the discriminators and missalignmentsin the relative timing of the seven detector elements in the ring. The term tstartis dened as: tstart = tflight +twalk +talign (4.10)Which leads to the reaction time being related to the time of the startpulsevia: treaction = tstartpulse  tstart (4.11)The rst of the corrections to tstartpulse, is the ight correction term, whichdepends on the variation of the particle's velocity over the energy range we areinterested in. For pions between 20 MeV and 180 MeV this time dierence is 0.3ns and was thus neglected.
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Figure 4.3: Walk correction of the start detector
The walk correction is established by plotting the pulse height from a startdetector element against a tagger element TDC. The dierence in transit times of
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the photon, travellling from the radiator to the target, and the electron, travellingfrom the radiator to the tagger FPD, should be constant as both particles arerelativistic. This is shown in gure 4.3 and it is apparent that there is a walkeect present. The tagger TDC walk is minimal due to the fact that high/lowdual threshold discriminators are used, thus it is clearly the walk in the startdetector element that is the main cause. The threshold is obtained and the risetime calculated to correct the walk. This procedure is performed for all the startdetector elements and an oset, talign is calculated to align the elements.
4.4 The Photon Tagger
The Glasgow photon tagger consists of 352 focal plane detectors to measure theenergy of the electrons residual to the Bremsstrahlung at the radiator. The hitposition of the electron along the FPD is dependent on the electron energy andthe magnetic eld strength of the bending magnet. The eld strength is measuredprcisely by a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) probe.As well as a determination of photon energy the tagger also gives the time ofthe electron's arrival at the focal plane. The electron's that are correlated withphotons causing a reaction form a coincidence peak in each focal plane element'sTDC spectrum. This peak is sharpened by applying the start detector walkcorrection and the 352 elements are aligned to form a single peak. The at randombackground results from electrons not correlated with the photons which inducereactions. The combined tagger time spectra is shown in gure 4.4
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Figure 4.4: The aligned tagger spectrum
4.5 The PiP Detector
The PiP detector is used in the detection of positive pions. Pion identicationis carried out by the afterpulse technique. The detected pion's energy is relatedto the light collected within the detector's scintillator blocks. The pion's positioncan be determined from the time dierence between the signals in the PM tubesat either end of a block. From this position the pion angle can be calculated.
4.5.1 Position CalibrationThe position of a particle hitting a PiP block relative to the center of the blockis given by the time dierence of the pulse at either end:
t2   t1 = 2d=v + constant (4.12)d = (v=2) (t2   t1) + constant (4.13)= [factor  (t2   t1)] + constant (4.14)
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Figure 4.5: E gating for PiP position calibration
The coecients can be found by gating on each PiP E element individually,and ploting the time dierence spectra of a PiP E block, as shown in gure 4.5.The resultant spectra show, when plotted together, an overlap that indicates thejoin between two adjacent E strips, the positions of which are known. This isseen in gure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Time dierence spectra
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To calibrate the E elements the reverse of this process is carried out, i.e.the blocks in the E1 layer are gated on individually which gives four overlapingspectra for each E element. The calibration process gives horizontal and verticalinformation regarding the particle's hit position which can enable a determinationof it's trajectory and it's spherical polar angles ; .
4.5.2 Energy CalibrationAn initial energy calibration for the PiP detector was done using cosmic rays.Cosmic rays are highly energetic, ultra-GeV minimum ionising muons. Theytravel downwards through the layers of PiP and a special trigger (see section 3.6)was used to record cosmic ray events alongside the reaction data. Only eventsthat travel through a single layer are analysed and the path length, d, travelled bythe cosmic ray through a block can be calculated from it's angle. Any dependenceof the path length normalised pulse height mean, pa1a2=d, against the positionthat the cosmic ray hit along the block is due to residual droop, so by plottingpa1a2=d against position the droop function fdroop can be determined. This isshown in gure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Droop function of PiP block
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The droop corrected pulse height mean, shown in gure 4.8, has a characteristicLandau distribution. The light output half way up the leading edge of the Landaudistribution is known to correspond to 1.87 MeVee/cm. With this we can performan initial energy calibration for the PiP detector. This energy calibration is laterchecked and rened by using the calibration data from the CH2 target. Once theenergy deposited in the nal PiP layer is determined, the initial pion energy atthe target can be found by working back along it's trajectory to the target addingup all the energies deposited in preceding layers and calculating the energy lostin the dead layers.
Figure 4.8: Cosmic ray Landau distribution
4.5.3 Pion DetectionPions are mesons that can have charges +1,0,-1. The charged pion has a massof 139.5 MeV and decays weakly via the process +( ) ! +( ) +  with alifetime   2:6 10 8s. Identication of the positive pions in PiP was achievedin two stages. Firstly a E-E plot is used to separate pion from protons andelectrons, due to the fact that for a given energy E, particles of diering mass65
deposit dierent amount of energies in the E layer. An example of this type ofplot is shown in gure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Particle separation by E-E plot
The pion ridge contains both positive and negative pions. However theseparticles can be dierentiated by means of their decay mechanism. The positivepion decays via:
+ ! + +  (4.15)+ ! e+ + e +  (4.16)While the negative pions seldom are able to decay due to the fact that they arequickly absorbed onto nuclei in the scintillator material and release their mass-energy of around 140 MeV. At 26ns the lifetime of the decay of the positive pioninto a muon is too short to be resolved by the detector. The positive muons decayinto positrons with a lifetime of 2.2 s and by demanding an afterpulse detectorhit from these positrons the presence of a positive pion can be assured. Theseafterpulses are identied by means of a multi-hit long range TDC. After an initialpulse in the detector the TDC is started and left open for an inspect time of 6 s.66
Random afterpulses can occur during the inspect time but these are reducedby ensuring that there is no signal in the PiP side E during this time, to preventanother particle from the target entering PiP and causing an afterpulse, and aswe expect the pion to decay near to where it is stopped in the detector in theoine analysis the block in which the pion stopped and the block in which theafterpulse occurred can be compared and if they are not within the vicinity ofeach other the event can be rejected.As a pion travels through the PiP blocks it interacts with the medium andlooses energy through ionisation. This in turn produces the scintillation lightwhich is measured and related to the pions energy. From adding up all the col-lected light and determining the energy losses in dead layers it should be possibleto calculate the pions initial energy at the reaction vertex. However this fails tobe the case if one or other of the following happens:
 The pion does not stop in PiP: This happens if the pion has enoughenergy to travel all the way through the detector, which corresponds to anenergy of 180 MeV. Alternatively, a pion may scatter in the scintillator insuch a way that it escapes outside the sides of the detector. In both thesecases it is impossible to reconstruct the initial pion energy as the nal pionenergy is undetermined.
 Inelastic pion scattering: It is possible for the pion to suer inelasticscattering from the nuclei that comprise the scintillator material, with en-ergy being absorbed or released during the process. In this case the energydeposited in the material will not correspond to the initial pion energy.
The rst problem is overcome by demanding an afterpulse, which guaranteesthe pion has stopped in the detector. The second problem is more complex andinvloves determining the predicted energy loss in each PiP layer and then on anevent by event basis calculating the deviation from this. Any deviation from thepredicted values of greater than the 20 % which can be accounted for by stragglingshould be considered to have come from a pion which has undergone some formof inelastic scattering and can consequently be rejected.
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The predicted values were obtained from the calibration reaction p(; +n).This was used to obtain a sample of events where the detector response was asthat predicted from the two-body kinematics, thus guaranteeing that there wasno inelastic scattering. From this a plot of the path normalised energy loss ina layer was made against the incident pion energy. This removed any angulardependency. Figure 4.10 shows the response of the E1 layer for particles stoppingin the E2 layer as a function of incident pion energy. In the analysis the polynomialt of this is used to generate a predicted energy loss in the E1 layer given the totalamount of energy deposited in PiP by the pion. If the dierence between predictedand measured E1 energy loss is greater than a 20 % limit the event is regarded ashaving undergone inelastic scattering and is rejected.
Figure 4.10: Predicted response of E1 layer
The PiP detector has been extensively simulated using the CERN library pack-age GEANT by John MacKenzie [Mac95].
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4.6 The TOF Detector
The TOF array is used to detect neutrons in coincidence with a pion in PiP. Thepolar angle of a detected particle is given by the position of the bar which it wasdetected in, while the azimuthal angle is given by the vertical hit position alongthe bar. The energy of the detected particle is obtained from it's time of ightand thus timing measurements and walk corrections are of crucial importance.Neutrons are selected by means of the TOF side E detector which enables avetoing of charged particles.
4.6.1 Position CalibrationThe position calibration of the TOF detectors is determined by plotting the timedierence between signals at either end of a bar and then assuming that the endsof this distribution correspond to the actual ends of the bar. The actual positionof each bar is measured precisely with an ultrasound device, which combined withthe hit postion along the bar allows the spherical polar angles of a hit to bedetermined.
4.6.2 TOF Walk CorrectionsBefore a determination of a particle's energy in TOF it is essential to calibrate thetiming of TOF. Walk corrections of the TOF bars was performed by use of LEDashers which are installed in the array to monitor any gain drifts in the barsduring the experiment. The LED ashers inject a pulse of light into each TOFPM tube while at the same time providing a TDC start signal. This gives a xedtime dierence between when the light was emitted and when it was detected andthe corresponding TDC spectrum displays a peak relecting this. By varying theasher intensity this peak is shifted due to walk in the discriminator. By plottinga bar's QDC against TDC this walk can be seen and the rise time can be extractedto correct for it. Figure 4.11 shows both the uncorrected and corrected ridge.
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Figure 4.11: TOF walk correction
4.6.3 Time Of FlightWith the walk correction completed the particle time of ight from the target tothe the TOF bar is given by:
tof = tmean   tzero (4.17)Where tmean is the mean time from both PM tubes on a bar once walk andstart corrections have been made and tzero is the point in the tmean spectra thatcorresponds to zero time of ight. This tzero value for each bar can be obtainedfrom the gamma ash corresponding to relativistic particles, which form a spikein a TDC spectra as they travel at the speed of light c. A plot of the quantity:
tcal = tmean   tstart   flightpath=c (4.18)projects the gamma ash onto the tzero value and it can simply be read of fromthe spectra. Figure 4.12 shows a typical gamma ash spectra.
4.6.4 Energy CalibrationThe kinetic energy of a particle, T, is related to its time of ight by:
 = flightpath=tof (4.19)70
Figure 4.12: Determination of tzero from gamma ash
 = 1p1  2 (4.20)T = (   1)m (4.21)
Where m is the particle mass. The above method while ne for neutral particlesdoes not apply to charged particles as they interact with the air during theirightpath and lose energy, so the time of ight for them only gives an averageenergy.The actual energy deposited by a particle while being of less importance thanthe time of ight is however required to determine the neutron detection eciency.This eciency depends on the threshold applied to the light output and a uniformthreshold in MeVee is required for all bars. This was achieved by nding the punchthrough energy for protons incident on the bars which should be at 78 MeV. A
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plot of mean QDC vs mean TDC values shows this punch through point in termsof channel space enabling a calibration. An example of these so called sail plotsis shown if gure 4.13. An alternative way of determining this calibration is inthe use of an Am/Bi radioactive source which provides gamma rays with a knownCompton edge of 4.2 MeV.
Figure 4.13: Determination of the proton punch through point
4.7 Detector Performance
By studying the free pion photoproduction reaction, p(; +n) it is possible tocheck and rene the calibration as well as to test the performance of the detectorsystems. This reaction was undertook using a CH2 target. The kinematics ofthe two-body nal state are over-determined in that once the photon energy and
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either the pion or neutron angle is known then the other kinematical variablescan be derived by applying the usual conservation laws. It is this kinematicalover determination that allows an independent check of the calibration, and bycomparing measured and derived values, the energy and angular resolution ofthe detectors can be extracted. Ultimately, information from each detector iscombined to form missing energies.The resolution of the detectors is determined by plotting the dierence ofpredicted and measured values. The error in the predicted value was determinedusing a Monte Carlo technique, i.e. given the error in E and n the error in Epred ,the predicted pion energy can be deduced. This error, pred, is unfolded fromthe error in the dierence, diff , as obtained from the predicted minus measuredspectrum, to give the actual resolution of the measured quantity:
meas = q2diff   2pred (4.22)
4.7.1 Identifying Hydrogen EventsBefore any resolutions can be determined, events from the p(; +n) reactionmust be separated from reactions on the Carbon nuclei in the target. A spectraof predn   measn , shown in gure 4.14, where the predicted values are calculatedby means of the kinematics routine, shows a sharp peak at zero corresponding toreactions induced on the proton and background events corresponding to reactionson the Carbon. By cutting on this peak and a similar one involving a plot of Epredn  Emeasn it becomes possible to select a very clean sample of p(; +n) events.
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Figure 4.14: Identication of Hydrogen p(; +n) events
These cuts allow the predicted pion energy Epred to be compared with themeasured value Emeas for a smaple of events that are guaranteed to have comefrom Hydrogen events, without any cut being made on the actual pion energyitself. By varying this technique it was possible to obtain calibration ridges andresolutions for all the kinematical variables.
4.7.2 Pion MeasurementFigure 4.15 shows a plot of the calibration ridge, Emeas against Epred . As canbe seen in the gure after an energy of around 180 MeV pions tend to punchthrough the entire detector and can no longer be detected. The overall pionenergy resolution is found by plotting the dierence between these two quantitiesas seen in gure 4.16. With a predicted pion energy resolution of 4 MeV, themeasured pion energy resolution was determined to be 7 MeV FWHM.
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PiP Pion Calibration Ridge
















Figure 4.15: The pion calibration ridge
The pion angular resolution depends on the resolution of the particle hit posi-tions in the E and E layers of PiP. The polar angular resolution, , is depend-ent on the position measured by the E layers which have a position resolution of3cm, which at a distance of 50cm from the target, gives an angular resolution of ' 3o. The azimuthal angular resolution, , is dependent on the positionresolution of the vertical E layers, which have a poorer position resolution of9cm, leading to an azimuthal angular resolution of  ' 10o.
4.7.3 Neutron MeasurementThe neutron energy resolution can be determined in the same way as the pionenergy resolution and leads to a neutron energy resolution of En ' 3MeV . Thepredicted minus measured neutron energy is shown gure 4.17. The neutron polarangle resolution is determined by the TOF bar width of 2cm and gives resolutionof n ' 2o, while again the azimuthal resolution is determined from the hitposition resolution along the TOF bar.
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Figure 4.16: The pion energy resolution
4.7.4 Overall ResolutionThe pion, neutron and photon energy measurements can be combined to form themissing energy, which is dened as:
Emiss = T   T   Tn   Trecoil (4.23)= EX +Q (4.24)
For the calibration reaction, p(; +n), there is no recoil, and thus the excita-tion energy EX = 0 and the missing energy is simply the Q value, which for theabove reaction is: Q =Mn +m  mp = 140:8MeV (4.25)The missing energy is shown in gure 4.18. The resolution is 8 MeV FWHM.
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Figure 4.17: The neutron energy resolution




After the calibration procedure the next step is to extract the double and tripledierential cross sections from the data collected. After selecting the +n channel,the various particle detection eciencies have to be accounted for and random andbackground subtractions made. A knowledge of the photon ux and the targetdensity are both also essential to make a determination of the absolute crosssection measurement.
5.1 Analysis Code
The analysis was performed using the ACQU package [Ann95, Ann96], whichwas developed at the University of Glasgow. The ACQU code was written as ageneral code for the analysis of all experiments in the A2 PiP-TOF collaborationand performs tape handling, reduced data output and spectrum storage facilities.Code specic to a particular experiment must be developed by the user in theprogramming language `C' in the form of user dened spectrum (uds) functions.For the (; +n) reaction a tree-like structure of code has been developed whichstarts with the scintillator blocks forming the basic constituents which then formlayers in a particle detector. Finally all the detector information is combined toform the overall experiment. The code in this format is extremely ecient andloops round each block in a layer and then each layer in a detector and nallyeach detector in the experiment in turn.
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The information contained in the ADC's and TDC's is analysed in this waywith the array of calibration coecients being included at this stage. The outputthen lls the data stucture ready for histogramming. At this stage the data wasloaded into the CERN analysis package PAW++ [Paw95] for advanced analysisand presentational purposes.
5.2 Data Reduction
Out of the vast quantities of data obtained the aim of the data reduction process isto isolate those events that correspond to the exclusive (; +n) process. Althoughpart of this is achieved in the hardware via the event trigger, the majority of thedata is contamination from other reaction channels. It is however always saferto reject events in the oine analysis as the cuts can be unmade while a stricterhardware trigger runs the risk of rejecting desired events.The rst step in the reduction process is to remove the various calibrationevents such as cosmic ray and LED asher events. This is achieved by simplyreading the trigger type for a reaction event and rejecting the events with a cosmicor asher trigger. The next stage is to identify positive pions in PiP and neutronsin TOF.The pions are selected in PiP by cutting on the pion ridge in the E-E plot,shown in gure 4.9. The requirement of an afterpulse which is demanded by thetrigger selects positively charged pons. There is a large background of low energyelectrons detected and in order to remove them a software threshold was appliedto the pion kinetic energy, T > 20 MeV.Neutrons can be selected via the fact that all particles produced at the targetand entering TOF must travel through the TOF-side of the E-ring. Chargedparticles generate a signal in this detector while neutral particles leave none andit is by demanding an absence of a singnal in this detector that the selection ofneutral particles can be made. Figure 5.1 shows the time spectrum of one of theE elements, with the peak corresponding to charged particles. By demandingnone of the elements have any particle hits in the peak a selection of neutral eventscan be made. Only hits in the peak are rejected as the random background is
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due to uncorrelated randoms and their component underneath the peak actuallycauses true neutron events to be rejected. Photons, which are also neutral, can berejected due to the fact that their relativistic nature gives signals that contributeto the gamma ash peak of the TOF spectra and by demanding a minimum TOFthey can be rejected.
Figure 5.1: The time spectra of a TOF-side E element
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5.3 Random Subtraction
Although a positive pion and a neutron have been identied there still remainsa residual contamination of the data by randoms and background. Randoms aredetector hits uncorrelated with the reaction which generate erroneous triggers.The tagger has random electron hits which re the focal plane detector elements.In TOF, random particles can re elements of the array. While in PiP, randomparticles can generate random afterpulses, but these are greatly reduced due tothe demanding of the position consistency of the afterpulse and as such werenot dealt with. Even though correlated hits are selected, there remains a randomcomponent which must be subtracted. In order to achieve this a separate sample ofrandom hits is required, which are given an appropriate negative weight and thusthe total spectrum including events from prompt and random regions correspondsto the correlated hits alone.
5.3.1 Random Tagger HitsRandoms in the tagger are caused by uncorrelated electrons being detected inthe focal plane detector. The tagger time spectra has a peak corresponding tocorrelated tagger hits, events from this peak are labelled `prompts' as can be seenin gure 5.2. There is a random component within this peak and to subtract thiscomponent two random regions are dened in the spectrum and hits in this regionare weighted and subtracted from the peak events [Owe90]. The weight ascribedto a height is dependent on the relative size of the regions:
wgtprompt = 1:0 (5.1)wgtrandom =   1:0TpromptTrandom1 +Trandom2 (5.2)The negative weight of the random events leads to spectrum entries originatingfrom randoms in the prompt region being subtracted by entries coming fromrandoms in the random region.
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Figure 5.2: Prompt and random regions in the tagger time spectrum
5.3.2 Random TOF HitsRandoms in TOF are dealt with in the same way as thos in the tagger. Therandoms can be seen as a at background in the time of ight spectrum. Theprompt and random regions are dened as shown in gure 5.3Detector hits in the random region correspond to events beyond the valid timerange, i.e. a neutron with such a large time of ight would have a correpsondingenergy of such a low energy that it would not be able to exceed the softwarethreshold imposed on the detector pulse height. Hits in the random region havetheir time of ight shifted to bring them into the prompt region and these are thenanalysed in the same manner as those originally in the prompt region, except theyare accorded a negative weight. The associated weights are in proportion to thetime of ight windows: wgtnprompt = 1:0 (5.3)wgtnrandom =  1:0TpromptTrandom (5.4)82
Figure 5.3: Prompt and random regions in TOF
5.3.3 SubeventsThe existence of randoms cause multiple hits in each of the detectors, i.e. forevery afterpulse in PiP there will be several hits in the tagger and several in TOF.These hits are combined, one from each detector, in all possible combinations toform what have been termed subevents. The number of Tagger, PiP and TOFhits is denoted as N, N, and Nn respectively, while the number of subeventswhich can be formed is given by:Nsubevents = N:N:Nn (5.5)Each subevent is analysed as if it were an independent event except that whenspectra are incremented the weight the event is given corresponds to the weightof the hits which constitute the subevent:wgtsubevent = wgt :wgt:wgtn (5.6)The detector weights are those discussed above and depend on whether the hit83
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Figure 5.4: Random subtracted Helium missing energy
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5.4 Detection Eciencies
To obtain cross sections and have a meaningful comparison with theoretical resultswe have to obtain information on the various detectors detection eciencies. Thepreviously described weighting procedure was found to be extremely useful inaccounting for these various detection eciencies. The eciencies were calculatedin dierent ways for each of the three detector systems and this section describeseach of these in turn.
5.4.1 Tagging EciencyThe method for obtaining the tagging eciency, tagg, has already been describedin section 3.3.4. Shown in gure 5.5 is how the tagging eciency varies withphoton energy for both unpolarised and polarised photons.
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Figure 5.5: Tagging eciency versus photon energy
The tagging eciency of the unpolarised photons increases slightly with photonenergy due to the fact that the higher energy photons form a smaller angular cone85
than the lower energy photons. The tagging eciency of the polarised photonsrises to peak at the polarisation edge and then drops sharply, this again is dueto the fact that the photons in the polarised region form a smaller angular conethan the photons further away from the polarisation edge.In calculation of cross sections, the photon ux is derived from the number ofelectrons detected at the FPD elements multiplied by the tagging eciency.
5.4.2 Pion Detection EciencyIt is also neccessary in the calculation of cross sections to know what percentageof pion events are undetected either due to a lack of an afterpulse or becauseof inelastic scattering. This is known as the pion detection eciency, + , whichis given by the probability that a pion generates an afterpulse, P+(afterpulse)multiplied by the probability that given an afterpulse was detected the pion hadnot undergone inelastic scattering, P+(clean). This is denoted as:
+ = P+(afterpulse [ clean) (5.7)= P+(afterpulse):P+(cleanjafterpulse) (5.8)
Where P+(cleanjafterpulse) is the probability that the pion has not scatteredgiven that there was an afterpulse.The two probabilities were evaluated seperately. Firstly, the probability ofan afterpulse occuring, P+(afterpulse), was evaluated by using CH2 data withthe afterpulse trigger deactivated and events corresponding to the p(; +n) re-action were selected by cutting on the predicted minus measured neutron energyspectrum. The number of events, Nneut, in the predicted minus measured energyspectrum was determined then the spectra was recreated for those events whichgenerated an aferpulse and the new number in the peak denoted as Nafterpulseneut wasdetermined. The probability of an afterpulse is given by:
P+(afterpulse) = NafterpulseneutNneut (5.9)The observed afterpulse eciency is shown in gure 5.6 as a function of pionenergy. The eciency decreases with increasing pion energy, due to the fact that
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as the energy increases the chance of a pion being inelastically scattered outwiththe detector increases thus reducing the chance of it generating an afterpulse. Thecurve was tted with a polynomial for use in the analysis.
Figure 5.6: Pion afterpulse eciency plotted against pion energy
The second quantity P+(cleanjafterpulse), was measured again using CH2data this time demanding an afterpulse. Hydrogen events were selected againusing the predicted minus measured neutron energy spectrum. The number ofneutrons in the peak was counted and denoted as Nafterpulseneut . The proportion ofevents that had not undergone any scattering was found by counting the numberof events in the peak of the missing energy spectrum, denoted Nclean\afterpulse+ .The probability is thus:
P+(cleanjafterpulse) = N clean\afterpulse+Nafterpulseneut (5.10)The resultant detection eciency is shown in gure 5.7. This curve is alsotted with a polynomial for use in the analysis.
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Figure 5.7: Probability of inelastic scattering for afterpulse events
5.4.3 Neutron Detection EciencyBecause the neutrons are neutral they are not detected directly in TOF. This isdue to the fact that neutrons do not ionise the scintillator material but insteadthey knock out protons in the material whose ionisation is subsequently detected.The neutron will only be detected if it knocks out a proton of suciently highenergy to exceed the detector threshold. This leads to a relatively low neutrondetection eciency, n, in TOF. In order to calculate the eciency the MonteCarlo code STANTON [Cec79] was used. With a threshold imposed on the TOFbars of 5 MeVee, the results of the eciency calculation is shown in gure 5.8. Ascan be seen from this the average neutron detection eciency of a single bar isaround 5%. To improve on this the stands were doubled up one behind the other.Where a TOF stand has more than one layer, the neutron can pass throughmore than one bar. The eciency for a single bar is denoted as barn while thetotal eciency for a stand of N layers, n(N), can be derived from the reccurence
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relation:
n(N) = n(N   1) + barn (1  n(N   1)) (5.11)n(0) = 0:0 (5.12)
Figure 5.8: Neutron detection eciency for a TOF bar
The eciency also depends on the eective thickness that a bar presents tothe paticle which is angle dependent.
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5.5 Determining the Degree of Polarisation
The photon asymmetry is dened as:
 = 1P k   ?k + ? (5.13)Where, k & ?, are the cross sections obtained with parallel and perpendic-ularly polaraised photons respectively. While P is the degree of polarisation.When the electron beam strikes the diamond radiator, only a proportion ofthe produced photons are polarised, and there is still produced a fraction of un-polarised photons. Thus in determining the photon asymmetry it is of crucialimportance to have a knowledge of the degree of polarisation, which is essentiallythe fraction of photons produced that are actually polarised in the correct orient-ation. This was determined by performing a Monte Carlo simulation, [Wun97].The program calculates the relative intensity of the coherent and incoherent partsof the bremsstrahlung produced by the diamond lattice. This enables a calcula-tion of the degree of polarisation. It is also possible to determine the degree ofpolarisation of the photon beam by means of a measurement. In coherent pho-toproduction of 0 mesons on 4He, both the helium and the meson have zerospin, which means that the degree of linear polarisation of the photon beam iscompletely transfered to the azimuthal asymmetry of the produced 0 mesons.This reaction had been performed at mainz prior to our experiments by Krauset al. [Kra97]. The results compare well with the calculations of the degree ofpolarisation. This shows that the production of linearly polarised photons by thecoherent bremsstrahlung technique is a well understood process.The degree of polarisation depends on several things:
 The required photon beam energy. The horizontal and vertical emittance of the electron beam. The orientation of the diamond crystal. The thickness of the diamond crystal. The temperature of the diamond crystal.90
 The size of the collimator used.
An example of a calculation of the degree of polarisation is shown in gure5.9. The plot shows that the highest level of polarised photons are within a 40MeV region. The photons within this region were used in the determination ofthe asymmetry. It is also possible to see the contribution from other reciprocallattice vectors in the smaller peaks at higher photon energies. The calculationgave an average degree of polarisation of 0.5 in the region E = 258  20 MeVand 0.4 in the region E = 338 20 MeV.
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Figure 5.9: Calculation of the degree of polarisation
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5.6 Derivation of Cross Sections
With the calculations of all weights and the determination of the eciencies it isnow possible to derive the cross sections. A reaction cross section is essentiallythe probability of the process occurring. This is found by determining the yield ofreaction products under well dened geometrical conditions for a known incidentux of particles. The cross section, , is related to the yield, Y, by the relation:
Y = N:ntarget: (5.14)Where N is the number of incident photons and ntarget is the number of targetnuclei per unit area which can be expressed as:
ntarget = NA:sA (5.15)Where NA is Avogadro's number, 6:02  1023, and A is the atomic weight ofthe nucleus. While the quantity s is the target mass per unit area, the elementof area being dened normal to the incident beam.




Which is measured in units of barns/steradian (b/sr). The element of solidangle, d
, is dened in terms of the elements of polar and azimuthal angles inradians as: d
 = sindd (5.18)For the free pion photoproduction reaction, p(; +n), the two-body nal statemeans that once the pion angles have been specied the other quantities aredetermined. While in the case of the nuclear pion photoproduction reaction,4He(; +n), the above kinematical constraints no longer apply due the presenceof the residual nucleus in the nal state. An element of phase space in this caseis dened by specifying ve of the six kinematical variables and choosing the setT, , , n, n then the dierential cross section is denoted by:d3dTd
d
n (5.19)Which is in units of b/MeV.sr2. This triple dierential cross section is a func-tion of ve variables, although due the system's azimuthal symmetry it dependsonly on the dierence of the pion and nucleon azimuthal angles, rather than eachindependently. To plot this cross section, it is necessary to x four of the variablesand plot it as a function of the remaining one. This requires a lot of statistics asthis selects a small region of phase space and only a small fraction of events fallinto each bin. For this reason it was not possible to determine the asymmetry ofthe triple dierential cross sections, but they were integrated over the pion energyto obtain the double dierential cross section:d2d
d
n = Z d3dTd
d
ndT (5.20)The detector threshold and the fact that the maximum pion energy that can bedetected is 180 MeV means it is only possible to integrate over a specic range ofenergies. It is essential to state these integration limits if a meaningful comparisonwith theory is to be undertaken.The double dierential cross sections presented in this thesis have integrationlimits, Tmin = 20 and Tmax = 180 MeV, which are wide enough to cover almostall produced pions. Triple dierential cross sections will also be made, though
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with inferior statistics. The double dierential cross sections were evaluated as:d2dTd
 = YN:ntarg:T:
 (5.21)Where the yield was extracted from the data using weights to perform randomsubtractions and to account for the various detection eciencies:
Y = Xevents Xsubeventswgt (5.22)wgt = wgt :wgt:wgtnn (5.23)The photon ux during the experiment was typically of the order of 106 photonsper second at each element in the focal plane. The number of photons, N, wasobtained from the tagger scalers combined with the tagging eciency:
N = Ne0 :tagg (5.24)
The quantitiy ntarget was obtained for both the CH2 and the Helium targetsand is the number of atoms in the target. This is shown in table 5.1
Target Atomic Wgt Thickness (cm) ntargetCH2 14.01 1 2 1:150 1023(H)4He 4.00 3 1:56 1022Table 5.1: Target Details
5.6.1 Hydrogen Cross SectionsTo determine that the overall system was performing as expected, data fromthe CH2 target was used to obtain dierential cross sections for the free pionphotoproduction reaction,p(; +n). The data was obtained by using polarisedphotons, but by averaging the parallel and perpendicularly polarised cross sectionsit is possible to obtain the unpolarised cross sections. The dierential cross sectionwas obtained for four photon energy regions, each 50 MeV wide, between 225 MeVand 425 MeV. It was plotted as a function of pion polar angle in the centre of
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mass system, . The solid angle bins were dened by using 5o CMS pion polarangle bins and one 30o azimuthal angle bin.The reactions on Hydrogen were separated from the Carbon events by requiringthat particle energies and angles were consistent with two body kinematics. A cutwas also made on the missing energy peak. The experimental cross sections werecompared with the predictions of the Blomqvist-Laget free pion photoproductionoperator [Blo77] which have compared well with previous data [Bet68, Mac95].The comparison of the data and the theoretical predictions is shown in gures5.10, 5.11. An overall normalisation factor of 1.16 was applied to all spectra toobtain maximal agreement between the data and the theory. This loss of eventscan reasonably be expected from events such as unaccounted dead time, rejectionof events due to random contamination and pion decay before entering the PiPdetector.The general agreement between data and theory is quite reasonable, thoughadmittedly there are some data points that are in particular disagreement. A pos-silbe explanation for this may be due to the fact that the pion detection eciencyis modelled by a polynomial but may in fact be more complicated due to variousdead layers within the detector. The Hydrogen cross sections indicate that thedetection systems were still functioning correctly after their original use in 1993and give condence in the Helium results which were obtained in an identicalexperimental setup.The photon asymmetry is shown in gure 5.12. This is compared to previousdata taken at Mainz by Krahn [Kra96].
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of Hydrogen cross sections with theory.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Hydrogen cross sections with theory.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of photon asymmetry with previous data
5.6.2 Helium Cross SectionsThe cross sections to be presented later represent the average dierential crosssection over the given energy and angular bins. The cross section was obtainedfor four photon energy regions, each 40 MeV wide, between 240 and 400 MeV.While the two photon asymmetries are presented at photon energies of 238 MeVand 338 MeV. The binning used is shown in table 5.2.The last condition demands that the neutron is emitted approximately inthe reaction plane dened by the pion. The integrated double dierential crosssections were obtained by simply summing over all pion energy bins.Target-out data was also taken and was analysed using the same cuts andbins as above. The missing energy spectrum, shown in gure 5.13, shows thatHydrogen was the main contributor to the background from the target. Becausethe actual data had a missing energy cut above the peak shown a lot of the targetbackground was removed. Figure 5.14 shows a typical cross section measurement
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Variable Range Bin Size No. of BinsT 20-180 MeV 10 MeV 16 60-120o 15o 4 (-15)-15o 30o 1n 10-150o 5o 28n    170-190o 20o 1Table 5.2: Binning choices used in obtaining Helium cross sections
for both the target-in and target-out data. The target-out contribution is onlyaround 3% of the target-in data and was therefore neglected as it is much smallerthan the systematic errors in the overall measurement.
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Figure 5.13: Missing Energy spectrum for target-out data
Figure 5.14: Cross section contributions of targout out and in data
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5.7 Evaluation of Uncertainties
All experimental results must come with some estimate of the error associatedwith each value. This section looks at the various factors which contribute to theuncertainty in the results. There are two distinct types of error in the experiments,statistical and systematic and they arise from die rent factors.
5.7.1 Statistical ErrorsStatistical errors arise from the fact that the experiment essentially measuresthe probability of something happen. The experimentalist needs to detect manyevents to accurately determine a reaction cross section. Thus the more events onehas measured the less the statistical uncertainty will be. For N counts, the asso-ciated statistical error is given by pN . In the present experiment the events havebeen weighted in the experiment to allow for random subtractions and to com-pensate for detection eciencies and this complicates matters somewhat. Insteadof a number of counts there is a sum of weights:
W =Xwgt (5.25)
and the statistical uncertainty, W , is given by:
W = rX (wgt)2 (5.26)
This reduces to pN in the case where all the weights are unity. The size of thebins used to collect the data aects the level of statistical error. Thus to minimisethe statistical error one can collect more data or use larger bin sizes.The statistical error in the photon asymmetry, , is given by:
 = vuutk  @@k2 + ?  @@?2 (5.27)Where k and ? are the respective errors in the parallel and perpendicularcross sections, and @@k is the partial derivative of the photon asymmetry withrespect to k and similarly for ?.
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5.7.2 Systematic ErrorsThe systematic uncertainties are more complicated than the statistical ones andas such are more dicult to calculate. They arise from uncertainties in the cal-ibration procedure and there is no simple formula to evaluate them, unlike thestatistical errors. The sources of systematic error and their estimated sizes arediscussed in turn below:
 Tagging Eciency: The tagging eciency was measured at frequent in-tervals during the running of the experiment and was found to be stable.The eciency of each focal plane element was obtained with an uncertaintyof about 3%.
 Pion Detection Eciency: The calibration data which was used to de-termine the pion detection eciency only comprised a few hours of datataking. As a consequence of the limited amount of available data, the de-tection eciency has an error of around 5%. This error is magnied by thefact that pions may decay in ight before reaching PiP, and negative pionsmay be misidentied as positive pions. While demanding consistent signalsbetween the E and PiP reduces the former and demanding the correct en-ergy deposition in each layer the later, there is still an additional uncertaintyof around 10% which is energy dependent.
 Neutron Detection Eciency: The STANTON code was used to as-certain the neutron detection eciency. The authors, [Cec79], quote anuncertainty of 5%.
 Target Density: The target density, ntarget, was determined from a know-ledge of the volume of Helium required to ll the cryotarget. This was keptconstant by means of a resevoir and was relled on average every 12 hours.The uncertainty in the target density is thought to be under 1%.
 Random Contamination: There still exists the presence of random eventscontaminating the data and these contribute an uncertainty to the meas-urement. Events may be falsely identied or discarded due to a random
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hit in any of the detectors. These are thought to introduce an error ofapproximately 5 %.
 Position and Angular Uncertainties: The position calibrations of PiPand TOF both carry systematic errors which lead to errors in the calculatedangles of the particles and consequently in the size of the solid anlge element.This uncertainty is thought to be approximately 6%.
Because the data was normalised to the previously well known Hydrogen crosssections, the overall uncertainties were much reduced. This normalisation over-comes many of the systematic errors listed above. The normalistation factor usedwas 1.16. This was obtained by comparing the CH2 data with the model of Blom-qvist & Laget [Blo77]. This model has been used previously to give a good tto Hydrogen cross sections. The data of Betourne et al., [Bet68], which agreeswith the B-L model was quoted with systematic errors of 4%. However as thenormalisation was performed on a limited amount of calibration data, the statist-ical error in the normalisation factor was found to be 10%. This gives an overalluncertainty in the normalisation of 12%.The value of this error has been obtained by use of the Hydrogen cross sectiondata, the question remains as to whether this is applicable for nuclear reactions andin particular the 4He(; +n) reaction. Of the systematic errors listed previouslymost are unchanged for the case of a nuclear target. However unlike the welldened kinematics of the Hydrogen reaction, the reaction on a nucleus mean theneutron solid angle is not automatically dened by the pion solid angle so there isan additional uncertainty from this. This depends on the uncertainty in the TOFazimuthal angle calibration, which is estimated to be around 5%. Also the pionsdecaying in ight may have been rejected in the Hydrogen case due to inconsistentenergy measurements from that required by the two-body kinematics routine.However such constraints no longer apply in the nuclear case and therefore afurther error is introduced. This asociated uncertainty is estimated to be about7%. The eect of these two uncertainties leads to a combined systematic error forthe Helium cross section data of 15%.
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In the case of the photon asymmetry measurements the systematic errors aremuch reduced due to the fact that the photon asymmetry is a ratio of crosssections. There are however new systematic errors introduced.
 Degree of Polarisation: There is an associated systematic uncertainty inthe calculation of the degree of polarisation. This is estimated to contributearound 10% to the systematic error of the photon asymmtery.
 Misaligned Diamond Crystal: It is possible that if the initial positionof the diamond is inaccurately known that the alignment of the diamondcrystal could be erroneous leading to a dierent degree of polarisation thanthat predicted by the simulation. However the prealignment procedure isthought to be extremely precise in determining the initial position of thecrystal so this systematic error should be under 1%.





This present chapter will show the experimental results presented alongside the-oretical predictions from Louis Wright [Wri98]. The cross sections are presentedin the form of double and triple dierential cross sections, while the asymmetriespresented were obtained only from the double dierential cross sections, due toa lack of statistics. The cross sections are shown at four separate photon en-ergy ranges, while the asymmetries were obtained for two separate photon energyranges.
6.2 Comparison of Data with PWIA Predictions
The full DWIA model of Li, Wright and Benhold, [Li93], which was discussed inchapter Two, involves several ingredients. These include an elementary productionoperator, bound state wavefunctions, and optical model potentials to describe thenal state interactions of the produced particles. Unfortunately in the case ofthe 4He(; +n) reaction, the optical potential method for treating nal stateinteractions is not applicable due to the fact that the residual nucleus is to smallto be described in terms of uniform nuclear matter. However an estimation ofthe magnitude of the nal state interactions was obtained by determining thestrength of the FSI in the 12C(; +n) reaction, which can be modelled by optical
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potentials, and then assuming that the FSI are proportional to the size of thenuclei involved this was then scaled for the reaction on 4He, i.e.:-4He(DWIA) =4 He(PWIA) 12C(DWIA)12C(PWIA)  exp( rC)exp( rHe) (6.1)Where 4He(DWIA), etc. refers to either the calculated DWIA or PWIA crosssection on 4He or 12C respectively, while rHe and rC refers to the radii of the re-spective nuclei. The exponential is due to the fact that the absorption of particlesin nuclear matter falls exponentially with decreasing radii. A separate correctionfactor was calculated for the four dierent photon energies used.This gave an indication of the magnitude of the FSI in the 4He(; +n) reactionand it was then possible to perform an FSI correction to the calculated PWIAcross sections. However in the case of the photon asymmetries, because this is aratio of cross sections, the nal state interactions ectively are cancelled and asjust an accurate comparison can be made with a PWIA calculation as that whichcan be made with a DWIA one.The PWIA calculations employ the full Blomqvist-Laget pion photoproductionoperator and use harmonic oscillator wave functions for the bound nucleons. Aspectroscopic factor, dened as the overlap between the initial nucleus with anucleon removed and the nal nulcear state, of 0.8 was also used, [Die90].The code made predictions of the triple dierential cross section results whichwere then integrated over the experimental pion energy ranges to give doubledierential cross sections. The double dierential cross section results and PWIAcalculations with and without FSI corrections are shown in gures 6.1 to 6.8. Theerror bars show the statistical uncertainty of each data point. The systematicerrors have been discussed earlier and were shown to be approximately 15%. Thepoints shown are where the TOF bars give 100% geometrical detection eciency,i.e. the missing points correspond to regions in which there are gaps in the TOFarray. The triple dierential cross sections are shown in gures 6.9 to 6.12. Twopion angles were selected, 67.5 and 112.5o, with the neutron angle chosen suchthat it was conjugate with the pion angle 34 and 15o were the chosen neutronangles so as to give maximal statistics. The size of the statistical errors becomeslarge at the higher photon energies, but are quite reasonable at the lower energies.
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The photon asymmetries are calculated from the double dierential cross sec-tions only and are again compared with PWIA calculations. These are shown ingures 6.13 to 6.16.
6.3 Discussion
From studying the double and triple dierential cross sections it is observed thatthe data lie below the PWIA calculations as would be expected due to FSI. TheFSI corrected calculations also appear to overpredict the data, except however atthe backward pion angles where a reasonable agreement can be observed. It wouldhowever be fair to say that the PWIA calculations predict the actual shapes ofthe cross sections with reasonable accuracy. This is particularly true of the lowerphoton energy double dierential cross sections and the backward pion angle tripledierential cross sections, while there is a clear attening of the data in the tripledierential cross sections at higher photon energies and forward pion angles whichis not shown up in the calculations.Perhaps the main point of interest in the cross section data is the dierence inthe level of cross section between the forward pion angle data and the backwardpion angle data. Though this phenomena has been observed previously in theexperiment of L.D. Pham et al. [Pha92], which was discussed previously inchapter 1, in which the 16O(;  p) reaction at a photon energy of 360 MeVand at two pion angles,  = 64o and  = 120o was measured, there was nocorresponding discrepancy found in the previous 12C(; +n) experiments carriedout by the Edinburgh group, [Mac95, Joh95].Possible explanations of the dierence in magnitudes of the forward and back-ward pion angle cross sections include dierences in the nal state interactions atthe dierent angles which is not picked up in our attempt at estimating the mag-nitude of these FSI. However a more interesting possibility was shown in [Li93]where a reduction of the in-medium mass reduces the forward pion angle crosssection much more markedly than it aects the backward pion angle cross sec-tion. In particular, Li, Wright and Benhold show that on 12C for a reductionin the  mass of 3%, a reduction of 40% is achieved in the forward pion angle
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calculations while a reduction of only 25% is seen in the backward pion anglecalculations. It is also of interest to note that the LEGS asymmetry data of K.Hicks et al., [Hic97], taken on 16O show that a calculation in which the  massis reduced by 5% produces a better t to their data than a calculation with thenormal  mass.The photon asymmetry data compares much more favourably with the PWIAcalculations. Not only is the overall trend of the data accurately predicted butthe overall magnitude of the asymmetries is also fairly well reproduced. This isas expected due to the fact that the nal state interactions cancel out due tothe asymmetry being a ratio. The data is reproduced by the calculations morefaithfully at the lower photon energy than at the higher photon energy, where thedata in particular falls away from the calculation at the backward pion angle. Thisfeature also shows up in the LEGS asymmetry data where there is good agreementbetween data and theory at forward pion angles but data and calculations divergeat the backward pion angles.The results provide a valuable rst investigation of the asymmetries. Howeverto obtain denitive information on medium eects it would be necessary to haveran for a substantially longer period to reduce the error bars as changes in the mass show up only as small shifts in the calculated cross sections.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section
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Figure 6.1: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.2: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.3: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.4: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.5: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.6: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.7: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











4He(γ,π+n) Double Differential Cross Section











Figure 6.8: Double Dierential Cross Section Data.
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Figure 6.9: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data.
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Figure 6.10: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data.
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Figure 6.11: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data.
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Figure 6.12: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Photon Asymmetry

























Figure 6.13: Photon Asymmetry Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Photon Asymmetry

























Figure 6.14: Photon Asymmetry Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Photon Asymmetry

























Figure 6.15: Photon Asymmetry Data.
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4He(γ,π+n) Photon Asymmetry





























There are essentially two main categories of conclusions that can be drawn fromthe work presented in this thesis; those relating to the cross sections and thoserelating to the photon asymmetries. In making these conclusions certain possibleexperimental improvements are suggested.
7.1 Cross Sections
The cross section measurements signicantly increase the amount of availabledata. This new data set is particularly valuable in that it provides a compre-hensive set of measurements of nuclear pion photoproduction on an extremelyinteresting and important nucleus, namely Helium-4. The dierential cross sec-tions were compared with PWIA predictions with and without corrections for FSI.Although these were able to correctly predict the shape of the pion kinetic energydistributions and the angular distributions, the experimental cross sections fell onaverage signicantly below the theoretical predictions. Of particular note was thecomparitive dierences in strength of the forward and backward pion angle crosssections, which although did not show up in the previous 12C(; +n) Edinburghwork did appear in the work of [Pha92]. This may indicate the possiblility ofin-medium eects, in particular a reduction of the in-medium mass produceschanges to the calculated cross sections that are consistent with the data. Howeverfor this to be investigated further the FSI would need to be more fully understood.
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The cross sections thus provide a stern test and hopefully fresh impetus to pionphotoproduction theorists. In particular it shows the need for the development ofa more sophisticated theory applicable to few-body nuclei.
7.2 Photon Asymmetries
The major innovation of this work was the use of a polarised photon beam todetermine photon asymmetries. This was the rst time the PiPTOF system hasbeen used in the measurement of a photon asymmetry and is in fact one of the rstmeasurements anywhere of a nuclear pion photoproduction photon asymmetry. Aphoton asymmetry measurement, due to the fact that it is a ratio, is free fromuncertainties caused by nal state interactions and as such is a sensitive test ofthe pion photoproduction process.Although reasonable agreement was found between the PWIA calculationsand the data, clearly the size of the statistical errors make a detailed compar-ison impossible. In retrospect this could have been avoided if a less ambitiousexperimental programme had been undertaken so more beam time could havebeen expended on perhaps making a photon asymmetry measurement at just oneenergy. The statistical errors are also not helped by the fact that the polarisationof the beam has to be changed to get both horizontally and vertically polarisedphotons. A denite improvement would be the use of a detector that coveredthe whole azimuthal range as this would negate the need to change the beampolarisation.Certainly the fact the asymmetry measurements are insensitive to FSI suggeststhat it would be worthwhile to perform further asymmetry measurements, with theproviso that suitable statistics are gained. A particularly good reaction to studywould be the photoproduction of neutral pions which proceeds almost entirelythrough the  resonance term and thus modications of the  should show upmore strongly.This work provides an important contribution to the existing data set in theeld and it is hoped it will thus further our understanding of the processes involdedin nulcear pion photoproduction.
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